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Prefac~e

As part of the Think Canada Festival 2001, the Canadian Embassy organized on June
23-24, the Th'ink Social Harmony : Canada-Japan Social ?olîcy Symposium, hosted by the
Kwansei Ga1kuin University. The ojective~ was to advance the coopçration between Canada
and Japan in this uçw field by exploring issuies of commn in~terest and cultivatiîng joint
reseach and practical exchanges. The Symposiumz was organised in collaboration with the
National1 Institute for Population and Social Security Research of Japatn, the~ Asia Pacifie
Foundation of Canada, and the govemment of both count$ies, It 1,rought together a select
group of Canadian and Japns 'experts, lncludig the Honourable Rey D. Pagtakhan, then
Canada's Secretary of State frAsia-Pacific. The Symposium examined tbree domains :work
and faniily; health; and aging.

This ubliatio co is{the papers of the six Japanese and Canadian~ presenters, and
theopegn rmrsb Dr. Imada, president of K(W, the message fromw the Minister of

Foeg ffiso Japan and the keynote sec yDr. Patkhn The opinions expressed
herein rersen the iews of tein< ida authors and not ecessarly those of the
Govr n tofÇCaada orof terespctve Caia and Japançse institutions. We wish to
exprs su sincere appreeiatio to the distinguishe preseÉters, chairpersons and discussants
for their forward-lopking contributions, and to our atir in this[Fiïakitig -for their
invaluable assistance.

Rob WrighiAmbassadq'r orZq7o
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Opening Xea*iks
Dr.Hfroslii hI1ada

Presidknt of Kwansel Galaiin Unxiversity

On behalt o~f Kwansel Gakuin Uiersity, 1 would like to express my heartfelt
weleome to ail of you who are here on our Uegahara campus for the Canada-.Japan Social
Policy Symposium. As the representatie of a Unvrst that has ha aspecial and strong tie
with Canada for tlhese 90 years, I feel it a great honor anid privilege, as well as very significant
for us, to host this Symoim u i ihCnd ofiily satdin 1910, when the
Methodîst Church oçf Canada joitid the man~agement of Kwansei Galçuin, which had until
then been under the management ofithe Methodist Epispocal Church, South, U.S.A., since its
foundation in 1889. With its rich historical ties with Cad, Kwasi Gakuin University is
now a Center of Cadn ties i western Jaan and has a variety of academic and

1 wuldlik totak ths oporunty to tal a littie bit about our Collere Motto
'Mastery forSrie'Ti ot was given to us by ou 4 Chnelo,C J. L. Bates, w1ho
came to Kwansei Gakuiin ini 1912 as a Mtoitmsonr o Cad.1nrdueour
Çollege Motto partly because I wol ike you to~ 0nw the nature of our educational
institution, and partly because I thin the idea behind ou Motto has a strong reIevance to the
main theme of today's symposium, namely social policy.

To quote frixu *hat ihe wrote: tW ono eie b. ekln We aim to be
strong, be masters ----mstr of knowlde e1 se of opportunity, masters of ourselves, our

deirsou abtos our apttes, ou ossin.We willnotbcses whether to others,
to circuinstances, or to our own psin.Btheuro of ormsery must bc flot our own
individual enrichment, but social service. We aim to become servants of humanity ini a large
sense."

He also wrote, "Our ideal ofteshlri not a kind of intellectual sponge that always
takes in, but never gives out utti ssuee;bti samnwolvst cur
knowledge flot for its own sàke, much Iess for the sake of his own faine, but whose desire for
knowledge is a desire to eupimeft ndrbtrsrvce to b, aniy.



Message from Minister of Foreign Affairs Makiko Tanaka

The Honorable Dr Rey Pagtakhan, Secretary of State, Departmnent of Foreign Affairs and
international Trade, Canada
Dr *{iroshi Imada, President, Kwansei Gakuun Univeristy,
Ladies and gentlemen,

Permit me to offer a brief message at the opening of tliis 'Think Social Harmoiiy: Canada-
Japan Social ?Policy Symposium'.

The strengthening of cooeain between Jpnand Caad i the field of social policy
reerhwas welcQmed ini the joint press statement released after the Canada-Japan summit

meeigi 1999, and I arn extremnely please4> tt, thoghoportunities such as this
symosim, oopraton bewn our countries in this important field has been makmng

pors.At presn ln Jaan, the agig of the population and the decrease in the number of
cie are rapidly beeoming mores pouce, and it is~ frcst that by the year 2025 there

will be. one elderly perso>n for every towresini Japmn, Wlth fiaces *t the national and

local levels nired in very severe conditions, it lias also become necessary to examine methods
for~~~~ helhad eia are frorn new pesetve. Inaition, measures should be ehne
thrughut ocityfor inereasing the participation of women ini society and supporting

prolemtha may ounItries arud the wrdare coimol aig

Unerthseconditions, this jon*ypoim hih hlas as its main 'themes helhand
mricir'a care- aging. and work and the family, is a very timely and meaningful opportimity. 1



Keynote Spec
"Social Policy ini a Globalizing Era"l

Secretary of State (Asia-Pacific)

Good monnLadies and Gentlemen. 1 would lilce to bei by thn ing wanei 9aui
Un~iversity, the National Institute of Populato and Social Security Research and the Asia

Lit and discuss thre



i my renmarlçs today, 1 w9u1d, therefore, tirst like to, describe some of what 1, helieve are the

values underlying social polîcy.

Second, 1 wil outline the basic structure and developnient of social policy in Canada.

Third, 1 would like to identify, from my perspective, what some of the challenges and

opportunities are, in terxzs of social policy in a globalizing era.

Finaly, 1 will dics our efot at euvisioning social policy with a future perspective.

I.VALUES

My concr fo so~cial policy 4çveod throg# ty experience as a doctor, which
dernonstrates my dsire tp address the concerns and prberso peo l ot just their illness,
but what 1 cail societal illness. For this reason 1 amn particularly concemed with social policy



4ccess to dta and research resources is esseptial for the policy research commnity. ?Q1icy
~researchers and decision-makers ueed easier access to policy data in' today's faster moving
policy context.

It is clear that w&eneed a Stronger knowledge base and capacity to mnake the Most of emerging
opportunities lu a fast-changing and complex world.

Iu Canada, we have ln conjunction with lutiesi ov'er 3 fdea departments and agehcies,
icuigmy Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, as well as provincial

universities, a desire to prornote horizontal linkages, woridg iu partuership to identify social
policy issues within the Canada.

oration,
4flÇ$ an

socia poiicy.
that both Jap,



In Caa, we are committed to fostering social inclusion and respect for ethnie, cultural anti
religious 4ivesity, because tbey make owu' societies stroug, our economies more flexible and
promote excbange of ideas and lcnowledge. We celebrate the diversity of our nations. We

encouageçultural diversity. Olobalization, which is indeed about more contacts andi more
exchanges, should not lead to uniformity, but to the enrichment of people and the opening of
cultures.

Çanadians bave learned that baving two international language8 is a comparative advantage
an a çore >of cçqntinuiing creativity and innovaio. Thouh our immigrton program,

Canad accpts o ewcomers per capita from mo~re plcsthan any other country in the

Canada's international voice draws on its distinct advantage as a multi-cuitural society where

Caaais a coun>try buijlt on diversity. It is no coincidence that comnion principles are found
in our Çaai Charter qf Rights and Frçedoms. We then took it one step fturther by passing

the ~ wq4 44tcltrls Ac i 1989, th>e tirstof it ind in the world

weepeople wish to live andi



WQ fac tbhese challegs our oem has developed the i'Yoluntary Sector Initiative" to
strnghe th vlutay sctr' cpacit-yto et theallnges ofthe fture, and to enhance

the reltosi betwe>en the Noluntary sector and the govemmrent, strengthenlng volurnary
orgniations' ability to serve Canadans. The Govermet of Canada is~ investing $94.6

milin ve iveyer to develpn its reaionship with the outrseo.

One of the complexities of social policy in Canada is the structure of our government and the
diférngprceurs ndprrties of the eea and Prvincial governrn0nts. For example,

healthand e ucanise oeauiu challeg for Canada since juris4ictional issues
betwee te FdealProinialan Territorial gqvemet can complicate social policy

discuissions, developments and implications. The challenge is to fin a balance between the
pesetves of the various levels of govemment.

1 amn pleased to see that you will be dicsig the isu of Hat ttdyspeetto
This continues to be an extreniely imnportant social policy issue for both Japan and Cad.

ciiesi andis the key to social jutc and ecnmcdyaim The Govru to

suet raid progasan in its efforts to hepgraduates mng et yepnighge

wiRl demand access to education of the highest quality, access to excellence.



greater obligation than to work together with an uncompromis1ng commitment to universal
access to essential medical services of high quality.

Our two countries also face the challenge of adapting to an ageing population, to ensure that
adequate health care is provided and to examine related issues such as maintaining public
pension plans, home care and creating the conditions in which health and social services can
adjust and respond to the evolving needs of the agmng population.

The third topic of this symposium relates to work and family the difficult challenge of
balancing these responsibilities. In Canada, goverument efforts to aid families in creating
such a balance include, for example, a major new initiative to double parental leave ftom 26
weeks to a full year to enable working parents to choose to be with their young children.

In this globalizing era, it will be a challenge for us to not only make it casier for citizens to
balance work and tbmily but to also recognize our corporate social responsibility of ensuring
that our citizens are not left out of the workforce.

4. ENVISIONING SOCIAL POLICY WITR A FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

Finally, I would like to discuss oui ability to envision social policy with a future perspective,
particularly in the context of the knowledge-based cconomy.

The world economy is becoming increasingly knowledge-based. This transition holds the
prospect of improved performance, but introduces a new set of transition problems. I order
to adapt, the challenge will be to upgrade. thc skills and education of its workforce and make
the management of knowledge a priority for individuals, firns, governments and other



We must support greater policy coherence at the international level, to address flot only the
econornic, but also the social, environrnental, health, and cultural vonsequences of

We will have to meet the challenge of buildn an international agenda that is ccoherent and
governance structures that are~ moetasaetad that engae civil sodiety dornestically and

1 would like to conclude rny rernarks by stressing the importance of Canada-Japan dialogue

experience on issues of common conceru that we will efetvl learnandbnftfonec
other. 1Imhooe to participt in this exchag between Caaaand Jaaand 1 amn

Thank you.
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Introduction

This paper will addreass changes in the work and family life of Japanese households
which have heen evident over the past decades. This paper will first address the changes seen
i the filid concerning women and labor in Japan. It xviii then look at changes in the family
scene foilowed by its focus on policies and its impact, especialiy those coînçerning daycare
anid paetllave. The final purpose of tl3is paper is to cmunicate between two çountries,

in ordr to e cha views and gain hints for options for measures on balancing famiiy and

SomechagesJapan shares in common with xnany industriaiized countries include
the increase in female labor Darticipation, increase i non-standard work arrangements and



Figure 1 A Lasrge Wage Gap Between Part-ime andi Regjlar Workers (Feiuale)F100. 0% 4 0 regul ar fenil e
onlf



working. Hoever, more womcin retr d to work when their children becarne older, and an
earlier return to work was seen among the younger generation.

A icomparison of the labor particpto rate aogwme >correlatdwh education
for those in the younger age group but not for those inthe middle age ru.Wmnwt
university degree were prsmdt emr lkl ocniu Yokn evenP uozn iith a



Changes at Home

More women now support the view that the "'ideal life is having a job while raising a
child" while in the past, more supported the view that uwomen should quit work for the
duratioii of their child care period% and "women should quit work when starting a falnily".

Beely Kobayashi (1999) coprd time use of Canadian couples and Japanese
couples hy uiliizingiclro-data from a large-scaled govrrmnt survey, 1992 General Social
Sure Cycle 7 Zime Use for Canada, and Social Life Basic Swvey of 1996 for Japan. She

ceefnd daily activities listed in the Caainsurvey to make them more comparable with
those of the Japns su y, and showed that the~ average housework time was 467 minutes

forJapnes feale an 20mintesforJapnes maes ompredto 382 minutes for
Candin fmaesand 163 miutes for Caainmales. She also found that in Canadian

houscho1ds, bohmnadwomen reduced work huswhen young children were in the
family, as opposed te, the Japanese househod where wolnen icesdtheir work hours
while those of men did flot change. The lack of male participation in the home is evident

amog Jpanse amles thughitshould be> fetoe hat in the Jaaese survey, activities



governmental subsidized more generously to daycare centers.

lI the 1960's, the Council for Child Welfare propose services of davcare centers



Stili a large nuffber of in~fants are on the waitirig list and many have no choice but tç

use non-approved centers. Nagase (1997) found that therq are less oçf these favilities in

municipals where the percentage of public-to-private approved centers is high. lIn addition,
sh reyele that by twç-stage lqast squares estmaion areas with higher percentage of
public-to-privat approved ceters have hihe abor patcptopf marie women and vice

vera.Futher, metropolitan areas in TokÇyo and Osakca are found to have hig percentage of
goveninnt-pertqd daycare centers, long waiting lists for entry, and lower ratio of daycare

faciltes to thenmer of ewly born ifanlts.

Figure 3 Shortage Yet of GovernmentaUly Subsldlzed Day Care Centers as of 2001 April

Nwnber of Children in Non-ApprovedNme of Chil4ren on Waiting Lîsts to
Day Care to Places in Approved Day Places i Approved Day Care
Care

Sapporo 26%0.9%1/
Seýàai 4 '%/o6.8%1,

14%1 1.6%1



maies oomprised 0.5%. Therefore, more women workers now who continue to work enjoy
longer leave period for chiId1bearing.

A survey çonduted in workp1aes with more than 30 employees revealed other
provisins offéred ta woker wit fml poiisibilities as follows: 42% repliçd that their

cmay had short work-hour provision- 10% rpidt1iat they had flexible woiik hours; 25%'
rçplie4 that they hdvaryinig work shifts; 31% replied that they ha4 a provision to ai
overtime work for workers with inifants; 11 % replied they had sicknes leave forifamily care;
2% replied that they ha4 uise of an Ixnternal conmpany chil4 care center; and another 2% replied
that tbey had child çare allowance. Morita and XKaneko (l1998) anid Iiguchj (1996) found that



Nonetheless, there are mauy issues which ueed to be resolved. Among the issues in

non-standard woiicers. Examination into tax and social security system is also needed - work

social security fée payinent while enoigthe araebnfto en eedn.A
well the marriage benefit is given genemously to those with annual income of less than 100

millin yen

20~
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Work-Life Balance In Canada: Making the Case for Change

By Dr. Linda Duxbury, School of Business, Carleton University

Dr. Chris Higgins, Richard Ivey School of Business, University of Western Ontario

Introduction

As we enter the new millennium, Canadian govermnents, Canadian employers, Canadian

employees and Canadian families face a common challenge - how to, make it casier for

Canadians to balance their work roles and their desire to have a meaningfül life outside of

work. A large number of studies over the last decade have revealed that many Canadians

have difficulty in balancing work and family (Akyeampong, 1997; McBride-King, 1990; Lero

et al., 1993; Duxbury et al., 1991; Higgins et al., 1992; Duxbury and Higgins, 1998, Johnson

et al., 1997). Furtherrnorë, recent work by the authors (Duxbury and Higgins, 2001) indicates

that the percent of Canadians who suffer from high levels of work-life conflict has increased

dramatically over the course of the past decade.

Why has work-life balance become more of a challenge? A number of trends (Le. profound

changes in Canada's economic situation, in the structure and functioning of Canadian families

and in the role of govemments) came together in the 1990s and appear to have overwhelmed

employces' ability to cape. Fourteen years ago the Hudson Institute caught the attention of

the business world with its publication of Workforce 2000 (Johnston & Packer, 1987), a

compelling description of anticipated changes in the work world and in the demographic

profile of workers. It is now 2001 and many of the changes predicted in Workforce 2000 have

indeed materialized. As predicted, the workforce of the new millennium is quite différent

from the one organizations are used to managing (Le. the male dominated workforce of the

past), The new workforce is older, more ethnically diverse, and has a larger proportion of

working women, working mothers, dual-income families, employees with responsibilities for

the care of aging parents, fathers, with dependent care responsibilities, and sandwich

employecs (Le. those with both childcare and eldercare responsibilities). With the advent of

the dual-income family, employces of both sexes are now coping with caregiving and

household responsibilities that were once maýaged by a stay-at-horne spouse. Such

einployees are not well served by traditional "oné-ýsize fits all" human resource policies which

cafi împôse rigid time and place constraints; on employees or reward long work hours at the

expense of personal time. Similarly, organizationAl éultures which focus on hours rather dm

output and dictate that work takes priority over family and life make it difficult for many of

todays employees to achieve a balance.

The evidence suggests that both govemments and employers have been slow to respond to

these changing social and econotnic pressures on Canadian employees and their families

(Scott, 2000). In the absence of supportive govennnent policics and organizatiorW practices

families have struggled to, accommadaie job demnds, often at theexpense of their family role

obligations. and theïr own< weâ, being. The result bas been an increase in work-life conflict

and-stress (Scott, 2000).

The fgct thm niany organizations and governments tend to hâvea limited, somewhat biasod,
View of gw:topiç of,,wý-jWé balance (many still subscribe tp what Kanter (1979) has been

22



termed "the myth of separate worlds") has also contributed to increases in work-life conflict.

The myth of separate worlds paradigm assumes that work and family are two quite separate

domains, that work demands take priority over non-work demands, and that employees both

can and must manage their family demands so that they do not interfère with their ability to

fulfill their responsibilities at work (Skrypnek and Fast, 1996). The utility of this paradigm. as

a management principal has been eroded in recent years as the number of Canadians in

traditional (Le. male breadwinner, woman homemaker) families have declined while the

number of Canadians who are members of dual-income (Le. both partners have paid

employment outside the home) and single parent families has increased. The worlds of work

and family are intricately connected (both positively and negatively) within these types of

families and employees within these family structures find it difficult, if not impossible, to

separate work and family demands and to always give work priority.

In addition to the above, organizations who ascribe to the myth of separate worlds often féel

that helping employees balance competing work and non-work demands is not their

responsibility. Instead, they argue that "it was the employee's choice to have a family, and as

such, balancing competing demands is their problem not ours." Such organizations also argue

that they "are in the business of increasing shareholder value and serving customers and not

helping employees cope with stress!" To compound the problem, a backlash against "family

fiiendly" which has occurred in some firrns has made it harder for these organizations to

address the issue. This backlash takes several forms but most commonly occurs when

employees without dependent care responsibilities interpret "family friendly" as favoritism

and complain that employees without children are being "unfairly" or inequitably treated.

Such employces féel that their colleagues with childcare or eldercare responsibilities are
46getting away with less work" and that the needs of childless employees are being ignored

(Galinsky et al., 199 1).

Our research (and the research of others in this area) does not support any of the above

preconceptions. In fac4 the empirical evidence would suggest the opposite - that the inability

to balance work and family should be considered "every ones problem" as high work-family

conflict has been shown to negatively impact the employer, the employee, the employces'

colleagues and family, and Canadian society as a whole. Obviously more needs to be done to

advance workplace and govemment strategies that assist Canadian workers and families

(Scott, 2000). This paper is, hopefully, a step in this direction.

This paper is an attempt to synthesize Canadian rescarch in the area of work-lifé balance so as

to provide business and labour leaders, policy makers and academics with a more objective

"big picture" view on what has happened in this area in Canada in the last decade.

Specîfically, this paper provides answers to the following questions:
9 What is work-life conflict?
0 Why is work-lifé conflict an issue in Canada at this point in time?
0 How prevalent is high work-lifé conflict in Canada?

0 How has the prevalence of high work-life conflict changed over the past decade?
a who is at risk of high work-life conflict9

0 Why should goverfitneftts and employers care about work-life conflict?

0 What can be done to helP ernPIOYees balance the demands of work and family?

The paper is orgai&ed into five parts. The fust section of the paper provides the reader with

relevant background material on the topic (Le. definitions, measurenmt). Section two puts
the " inio cStext by oütlining the demographic, social, oconornic, and governmental

23



changes that may have had an impact on work-life balance in Canada. Section three seeks to-

determine thie extent to which work-life conflict is a problem within Canada today by: (1)

looking at current (i.e. 2001) data on the prevalence of high work-life conflict in Canada, and

(2) comparlng cniployees' woiic-lifé balance experiences in 1991 ti> their experiences today

(2001). Also included withi this section is a discussion of who within the Canadian

popuxlation is at r-isk of higher work-life. The data included in section four provi4es the

business case for change as it looks at how high levels of work-lifé conflict effects

individuals, familles, organizations and soclety i general. Section five looks at what

organizations and govemrments can do the decrease work-life conflict and offers a number of

reconinendations on how to best support working familles in Canada in the 2 1 " century.

1.0 What la Workl-Llfe Balance?

We ail play many roe:employee, boss, subordinate, spouse, parent, child, siblipg, friend,
and ommnit meber.Eac ofthee rles mpoes ernndson us whikh require time,

energy and commitment to fulfili. Work-faiuily or wqo1ç-life çonflict 2 occurs when the

cumulative deads of these niany work and nonworkc life ar inomaible in some respect
ýýtkt nntcnto in one roie is madie more difficult b v articipation ini the other role.



2.0 WIhy Is W.wjç4Ljfe Confiet An Issue In Canda At This Tiume?

TheCandia laourmaret hrughpoxt the 1990s couI4 best be described as"ih" The
dominn mngeet tatg empIpyeddui this perÎq4 was one. of çpst cutn raher
than people develomn and as a nation Canadians wer>e fixated on the economy and

secrig.andkepig jobs rather thnahieving balance. T~he deca4 was onie oftremendu
chage s eployees confrnd:

a rshpig f the workfoc (more women, more cultral diversiy ging of te bb

* a reeson~b (h al190sfowd bya les recovery,"

* a greater need for both parents in a tfnily to work to maintain a "decent" standard of



15 increased from 50% ro 72%.-In 1998, two thrsof Canadian mothers of young children
(i.e. at least one under 6) were in the paid labour force (Scott, 2000).

Wormeu's Employment Patterns Have Becomne Like Men's

Reent data >would suggest that li Canada, women'~s patterns of employret are becoming
like those of mien (Fas and de Pont, 1997). Traditionally Cania women left the workforce
once they started their families. In the 1990s this was no longer true as the majority of
women (55%) returned to work within two years of giving birth (Scott, 2000).

ChaningFarntly Patterns: More Dual-lncomne Families

At hebegnnng f henew <millennium the dualincme aily lias replaced the tradîtional
malebredwinerhommakr wfe s te potoypial anaianfaxnuly type and both

hu an ad wiework forpay ousd the home i even out of ten Cand families (up
frm 34%/ li 1967) (Statistics Canada,~ 1997d). Only 20% of Canadian familles xiow fit into
thc maie breadwinncr, female homcmaioer model (Vanier knstitutc, 1997).

CJiaiîing Famnily Patterns: More Single Parent Familles

the199s. he umbr o loe-pren failis raced 1.1millo in 1996, up 19% from
1 n 1nw 10/ frm 98 (taisicsCaaaa.197e. Alhu- hs i irenclude both



More Canadian mlye Hv lelyDpnet

Canada's population is aging, influenced Iargely by the baby boom of the 1950%s and early
1960's and the baby bust of the late 190' an eal 1970's (Foot, 1996). A cotinu4J l
rate of fertility has resulted ini an age distribution characterized by an over representation of

peole n tei prme orkngyearsan a 4iminishn pool of youUg a4ults aed~ 15-24
(SaitcsCnd,1997a).Itha W ee ferimae thtb 01 0 fCndaswl eo

This aging of the populato bas a nunmher of implications for Can~ada, flot the least of which

an etderly dependent. The 1996 census found that 15% of Canadians provided some caeto

75 elid o failymemersfor hel with housework, cook~ing an esna ae Tefc



Family bIcornes Have. Declined

aetween 1991 and 1996 real disposable income per head deolined by 0.70% per year (CLMPC,
1997). Average family income also declined during the first haif cf the 90's. In 1990 the

average family income ln Canada was $57,300 (in 1995 dollars). hn 1995 this had dropped to

$54,600, a decine of 5% (Rashid, 1998). It is interestlng to note that the <costs of raising
childreni increased during this saine time period (Scott, 2000).

Wornen's Inomes Are Now More Important to The Financial Security of the Household

Women's incomes are more impotat than ever to the financial security of Canadian
houehods Innealyhalf ofall Cand families, woens sarnings make up 2 5 % to 49%

of the familles' incoe In one in~ oorfais, women's icmsonrbuted haif or more
of the famiiy income (Vanier hnstitute, 1997). Without these earnings the low income rate

aogdualincome familles would have more than tripled in 1996 (StatistiosCad,

2.2 Economic Forcs

Concoitn to thdse social and detnographie trends has been an unprecedented rate of

thrughut he 90s Fist asa cmpeitie pessre esutig from a change both in the
Apa.-Prifcomettio (icresie dmesicalvand inten inallv). and in the nature of



use of non standard forms of labour (i.e. contract and tmoary workers, attm
employees) increased. Other companies (notably those in the higli technology sector)

eggdin "bom nd 4"bust' cyles (i.e. periods of growth lentg with perioçis of
cosdrbic restructrn anid dows ig> as prd s anud coxpianged.

This dowszc and retutuigha ajor im~pact on hmnresoure practices (ie
compensation, recruiting, reriigbnfts) with a, cnoiat declin inp empo
morale, job security and job satisfaction and increased levels of empIoyee stress. As Scott

"ognztional flexibility lias been pirsued at the expense of worker

Until 1997, the 1990's were characterized by slow economic growth. The unemployment rate
was high duigmost of the deaeand only recentlylhasit dopdt r 99lvl Sot
2000). Lowe (2000) notes that for most of the decade the unemployment rate hovered around

VanierItue (97) reprt thf fla in 199 loe onre in foured ian fnoar jos. Aboutece haf

less bas



positionsy supports .the perception that these jobs off are lower quality (Alcyeampong, 1997r.

Employees wiio are engaged in low quality, inflexible work are more likely to experience

high levels off work stress whlch "4spills ovèr» into their family domain. They are also more

like1y to express concerns with respect to job security.

D elne i Perceived Job Secuity

Lowve and Schllnberg (1999) cs>utend that in Canada iu the 1~980s and 1990)s there was a

sbtantil decline~ in secure, life lon g carter employment and perceived job securlty to the

extent that in 1998~ one lu five Canadiens sald they were w<rried abouùt Iosing their job. Job

iiisecurt frelevane to wor1k-life confIict li that for amany einployees, work-4ifé balance

takes secondplc to secuiug pemaet fuIl-time emlomet In addition, employees who

are worre4 abouit finding and keeping ajob (i.e. thoçse iu low pald anid low skilled jobs, those

without th~e eu atin 4n slçills Wo compete in th~e "new economy", those whose family

situationi makes it difficult to relocate, those whose familles are highly dependent on their
11ne mav be more likely to accept noji-supportive and abusive working conditions -

,dc aud nc



There Ra ee Polaizto in Horf PadEpoyment

WMie aprxmtl n nfive emlye pen4 more ti1e. tha tey wn in w4rote
data indicates that m~any employees do not sped s uc tizm, as they woul4 i»k in pai4
employment. Both Lowe (2000), Scott (2000), and Donner (Atkinson Letter, 1999) observed
that work distrib>ution bas lbecame more polarized ini Canada4 ve th ast dec4d w4 pat
time employees worlcing shore bh>urs and gany full tLime employees woriQI longer hours.

grop i hvin dffiult gttig y becuse thy are excluded from p id wor or ocdit
magia staton f nermlomet(a ot(2000 nespolrzt of orin hur

that 50% of ai*r'i



lias exacrbtd wo&k life> balance issues tformany workers wiho .have, for the most part, been
left on their own to cope wlth the new realities of the workplace.

2.3 Goverinment Forces:

The> role of thxe government in Canadlan's lives lias also changed over the past decade While
the work4life nesof Canadian families lias incesdtruhu h 0,tesoeo

govementactivity inla i area has ixarrowed substaialy during this sanie time period.

Govementsaeross Canada have tacke dianclal deficits tbroughout thie 1990s. As
a resiult, gvmet spending on important supports for families have eroded.

* Funding for key coxnmunity supports snch as childcare and home care lias not kept
pace with flie demands for these> services. lncreasigly, sucb services are being
offered on a cost recovery basis.

* Spedn on ineome support prorm suçh as Employment Insurance (El) and social
asitac lias algo decllued. Thias, in turn, negatively impacted the financial,



Theersio o goverpmt suprs and the inrdction of uiser fes throughout the 1990s
has placed renewed time pressures and finaial contrins on Cad fanilies and4 meant
that, for the inost part, familles have had to fend for themselves when trying to adapt to the
changes noted in Section 2 (Scott, 2000). Cutbacks in community sries suc s cldcare
have exacerbated the problems faced by working families (Scott, 2000). While the

woud uggsttht mrkt oluios re f i ot ideal when t cmsto thi g cild care
or ele ae Cnen ith for-poi solutins tworklf pobles inç4ude worris abot

the quality of careand the cs of these suports to the end user (cost whih ma mykeit
difficult for ail but the most fncially advantaged households to take adatg o4 hm

flependent Care



readily availabie{(i.e. see Duxbury, Higgins and Lee, 1991, Higgins, Duxbury and Lee, 1992)

and will not be repeated here. Data collection for the 200I study (funded by Health

Canada) began in October 2000. Just over 25,000 responses representing over 100 public,

private and not-for-profit sector geographically diverse organizations were available for

ana1ysis purposes at the time this paper was written. This per focuses on the work-life,

employee and organizatioflâl attitudes and outcomes that were measured in exactly the saine

way in the 1991 and 2001 surveys. The interested reader can tind full detaits on the attitudes

and outcomes being exaniined in this paper~ (icu g dintosand the am of the scala

used to neasure the construct) in Duxbury and Higgins, 2001.

Demorapic iforation on the samples are shown in Appendix A. A comarson of thec

199 ad 201sapies indieates that; it two excetos( of repnets who have

resonsbiltyfor' eldear care, job~ type) the' sapes are quite similar 3. Approximate1y the
sam prporionof achsamleareferale paent, mnagrsand technical emptoyees. The

age atais lsoquite sinijiar (though flot direct1y comaal as différent categories were

used in 1991 than in 2001). The fact that a greater proportion of the 2001 sample had eider

care reposbilities Ihf of the employees in the 2001 sample versus 6% in 1991) is
conisentwih tatstcs anda(200 dta showing tht he proportion of the Canadian

poplaton ver65has *xrese over telas eade: a trend that is peited to continue.

The higher pret of respondents worin in ofessional pstosand the concomitant

decIine i leriaai trtive emlye is alocnitent with the increase in the number

of knowledRe workers and changes in the gender composition of the Canadian workforce (i.e.



demndsat he xpese0f time with their fam~ily -betiaviour whc is consistent witÉ the

The data <sec> Figure Two) show that, ept ail of the talk about work-life balance, ail the

ai Our survey
) farnily (WIF)



downizig, restructuring) and trends dsue earlier. These data are particularly interesting

ini light of research indicating that fatge work related accidents and repetitive strain injuries

are ail related to long hours of work (Report of the Advisory (Group on Working lime and the

Distrbution of Work, 1994).
Durlng The Fast J}cade the Mental Ilealth of Canadian Employees Has Declined

Oveal the 9' appears to have been a tough decad fors Ca iasThe percent of survey

resondntswtth high levels of perceived stesad deprse mood has increased over the

past ecd (sec Figure Three). I 1991, 48% of the respondents to u survey reported high

levels of perceived stress while one ini threc reportcd high depressed mood. By 2001 the

percent of the sainple with high stress had increased to 55% whilc the percent with high

depressed mood had grown to 38%. Given these findings and the strong link*between mental
health and life satisfaction reported i the litertr ib is not surprising to find that life

saifato dlined over the dee(42 of respndents with highlife satisfaction in 1991

Figre3: hageini Key Mental Health Oucme ver lime: 1991 versus 2001

WhiIe Those Reporting Righ Job~ Stes Ras Increased

Thedaa(eFiueFu)wudas ugs htmngmn rcie vrtept

mployees



care ba ave a strong imaton their eprncs( Bowen and Pittnan, 1995).
Conequntl, e etenedou nals beyond a smle contrast of11991 to 2001 data to

coprsons wchtake into account tlhe following demograhic variables: (1) gender, (2) jo~b
type, (3) parental status, and (4) time ln dependent care. While this list is by no mreans

exhustve t des ocs o thse actrswhich previous research has shw nlunebt
the nature of an individuals' participation in work and family rotes and/or shape the meaning
individuals give to faniily and work and thec identities they develop. An unesadi of
flics. moifers critial for plc aesand employers who nee4 to be able t det
who lsaet risk. kt shoul also allow for the. development ofsoionswhc are spcii to th
various gr9ups.

wr-fainily conflict than do men. Why this la so is still thec topic of sm eae on
suggest thtwomen may be biologically "prgamd touhsxbe omnl

sytmfor example) to repn dl érnty to stressors (Jick and Mltz, 198). This

vhereas women tend to respond to stress by <exhibiting mtoasypmsuhs
dpesoff, metlilinese, and gera psychological discmot e edrsodb

manifesting physiological disease, such as erdiasancrhos)



Others~ note that job type tnay also act as a surrogate measure for other important demographic
conMext varibles sukh as education, income, eommtet and identification with the work

rol whchare, i tur'n, linked to woflc-life conflict and stress. Managers and professionals
have been reotdto be more hlghly ec td to receive <greater remuneration, to spend

more time and~ energy i the woflc roke, to have greater job moiiyand to be more highly
commttedto and involved in their work than their onerat in~ non-professional positions.

Eac ofthee fctos hs ben inkd t aninceasd bility to êope with work-family conffict

andl stress, and moepositive work outconies~ (i.e. hger comtnitment, higher job

P~arental Statusand Work-Life Balance

A large boyof reerhlinks the paetal repnsblitica of working couples to the

incidence of work-family couflict (Bowen and Pitta, 1995 for a good review of this
litraur).No-pret couplescanat relatively indpnetly as they do not have the

co stansof carn o hlrn The addition of the parent role ompites the couple's life
siution, however, as it- places greater demands on them at the. sane~ time as it adds

constraints.

ToAnnoc Used in tia Paper t ExmneGnder Dlfferences in Work-life Conflict



A nmbe ofcoparson wee ndetakn n this naysis to ç< ae orapeiaino h
lin bewee deendnt ar repniiitsad work-ife. Inpriua we looked 4t the

impctofbenga prettie pen i dpedet ç&ç (incç1udes p spent inpot chilae

shiould bç targeted to a particular group (Le. women, rpothers) or an environmental onito
(L.e. lo>v çotrol jobs).

Figure 5b. $*WT r# by der and Job Type

WhtDe The Data Tell Us? Which Groiqs Are Uigh Risk With Respec~t to Work-.



Family to work interfèrence appears to be a function of parental status and dependent care

responsibilities rather than gender or job type. In both 1991 and 2001 samples, parents,

mothers and employees who spent more time in dependent care were more likely to report

medium and high family to work interfèrence. This form of work-life conflict was also the

only form of role conflict that varied with lifecycle stage with family to work interfèrence

increasing when one first becomes a parent, peaking when ones' children reaches their teens,

and declining when the children are over 18 and no longer at home. While the pattern of

association was the sample for both men and women in the 1991 and 2001 samples, mothers

did report higher levels of family to interfèrence than fathers at all stages of the lifecycle.

These findings suggest that mothers place a différent priority on the family role than fathers.

4.0 Why Should Organizations and Government Care About Work-Life Balance?

The 90's can definitely be described as a decade of change for Canada. Extrapolation of our

findings to Canadians employed in medium and large organizations would suggest the

following. Compared to ten years ago:

Work-lifé conflict (particularly role overload) bas increased indicating that a greater
proportion of the workforce is having difficulties balancing the competing roles of
employee, parent, spouse, and eldercare giver.

Employees have become more stressed and physical and mental health levels have

declined as bas satisfaction with ones life.

Jobs have become more stressful and less satisfying.

Employees have become less committed and loyal to their organization.

Employees are devoting a greater amount of their time to work at the office and are
more likely to extend their work day by taking work home to complete in the evenings
and on the weekend.

In many ways these findings, while depressing, are not surprising. The Canadian press have

been preoccupied over the past several years with things such as the "Canadian tîme crunch"

"going back to a simpler lifestyle" and "coping with stress". Anecdotally, we know that

people are having more difficulties balancing. Empirically, researchers in disparate

disciplines (Le. business, psychology, sociology, economic, gerontology, nursing, social-

work, legal human resource, and technology) are dealing with the issue of work-life balance

and research in this area.

It is also important to note that high work-lifé conflict is not a recent phenomena as the

conditions that contribute to work-lifé conflict have been apparent in Canada for the last

several decades. Neither is it a problern that will &just go away" without sorne forin of

intervention. For the problern to go away we would, need to return to the gendered division of

labour that characterized Canadian society fer generations. Ihis is unlikely to happen'since:

(1) Many Canadian wornen enjoy working for pay outside the home, (2)'many Canadian

families are dconomically dependent on aý second income, and (3) with a looming labour

shortage Canadian 1 employers cannot affordto abandon half their workforce.

Unforftmtely, however, organizational efforts tb address the issue of work-life balance have

been slow and sporadic at best. As Scott (2000) notes-

,11despite effôrte toi. publicize: the beneffts of having work-life prograMs and

policies, few employers see it as being in their financial self interesf
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Many organizations and governments focus on the costs associated with making it easier for
employees to, balance work and family and ask "but can we afford to make these changes."
This section of the paper takes a différent tact and looks at the costs of not reducing work-life
conflict from the perspective of key stakeholders (i.e. employees, organizations, and society.
In other words, it focuses on the costs of NOT changing. It is hoped that the data ptesented in
this section will familiarize business and government leaders with the business case for
change in this area.

What does high work-life conflict "cost" employees?

Conflict between work and family demands has been found to be problematic for employees
and their families. With respect to families, high levels of work-life conflict has been found
to negatively affect the strength of families and marriages (Le. work-life conflict positively
associated with marital problems, impaired parenting, reduced family and life satisfaction)
(Scott, 2000; Frone and Rice, 1987; Lamert, 1990, Barling, 1990, Mathews et al., 1996;
Duxbury and Higgins , 1998, 1999, 2001). In fact, research shows that work is more likely to
have a negative impact on families that the reverse (Scott, 2000, Duxbury and Higgins, 1998,
1999, 2001). In addition to the above, employees with families are more likely to miss career
opportunities when they need to put their family responsibilities ahead of their work.

With respect to the impact of work-lifé conflict on employees, a number of researchers (i.e.
Frone et al., 1996; Frone et al., 1997; Duxbury and Higgins, 1998, 1999, 2001) have found
that high work-lifé conflict contributes directly and indirectly to poor physical and mental
health. These studies have found work-life stress to be positively associated with a variety of
negative outcomes including anxiety and depression, drug abuse, decreased work
productivity, absenteeism and high turnover. It also appears to be an important causal factor
in physical diseases such as high blood pressure, serum cholesterol, gastrointestinal disorders,
cardiovascular disease, allergies and migraines (Schlussel et al., 1992).

Other research would suggest that while paid employment per se is not associated with
negative child outcomes, the stresses related to balancing work and family (Le. fmancial and
time deficits) do affect children (Hochsfield, 1997; Scott, 2000). Finally, while there is not
much research in the area, that which is available suggests that families today need assistance
in balancing work and family demands to, foster the best environments to raise healthy
children (Scott, 2000).

Costs to Organizations

From the employer's perspective, the inability to balance work and family demands; has been
linked to reduced work performance, increased absenteeism, higher turnover, lower
commitment and poorer morale (Duxbury and Eliggins, 1998, 1999, 200 1). Work-lifé conflict
has also, been linked to productivity decreases associated with lateness, unscheduled days off,
emergency time off, excessive use of the telephone, missed meetings, and difficulty
concentrating on the job (Vanderkolk and Young, 1991; Ganster and Schaubroek, 1999;
Scott, 2000). A recent study by the authors of this report estimated the direct cost of
absmt,-eism in Canadian firms, due to an inability to balance work and life at just under $3
billion dollars per year (Duxbury, Higgins and Johnson, 2000). This same study determined
that employees with high work familY conflict missed an average of 13.2 days of work per
year - a substantially higher number than the 5.9 days missed by employees with low work-
life conflict. Other researchers (Bond et al., 1997) have also linked high work-lifé conflict to
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greater absenteeisin. Statistics Canada, for example estimated the costs of stress related

absenteeism to Canadian business to be approximately $12 billion per year (cited in Duxbury

et al., 1992).

Finally, an excellent report done by the UT-Houston Work-Life Taskforce (2001) looked at

the flip side of this issue and identified both qualitative and quantitative benefits associated

with helping work-lifé balance. Quantitative benefits cited in this report include employee

time savings, increased output due to increased fécus and motivation, increased employee

retention, increased income, decreased expenses, decreased health care costs, lower levels of

stress related illness, and reduced absenteeism. Qualitative benefits cited include improved

employee morale and loyalty, enhanced employee recruitrnent and enhanced public and

community relations. Actual estimates of the amount of money that can be saved due to each

of these factors is outlined in detail in the report.

Costs to Canadian Society

From the perspective of governments, the current challenges facing Canada's health care

systern suggest that provincial and féderal policy makers can also ill afford to overlook the
significant links between work-life conflict and physical and mental health. Although the

state of health of the population in Canada is unarguably among the best in the world, Canada
is in a less enviable position with respect to health expenditures. Canada devotes between 9
and 10% of its GDP to health; compared to other OECD countries: only the U.S. spends a

higher share of its GDP on health care than we do (National Forum on Health (1996). Cost-
containment strategies have generated considerable concern and debate over the financing and

delivery of health care services, to the point where many Canadians have come to view
Canada's health care systern as being in "perpetual crisis". Whereas it is critical that
governments respond to the health care "crisis" by continuing to explore new ways of

achieving efficiencies, it may be equally important to step back from the debate in order to

investigate ways of reducing the demand fer health care services in the first place. A recent

study by Duxbury, Higgins and Johnson (2000) found that the extra trips to the doctor made
by employees with high work-life stress cost at least $425 million annually. Our most recent
research (Duxbury and Higgîns, 2001) indicates that people with high work-life conflict have

significantly more hospital visits, hospital ý stays, and medical tests. They also make

significantly more use of medical practitioners (Le. nurses ' physiotherapists, psychologists)

and spend more on prescription drugs. These data would suggest that reducing the level of

work-life conflict among Canada's workforce may represcrit an important step toward

improving the health of Canadians and reducing health care expenditures.

Other, leu quantitative research, would suggest that Canadian society : will benefit if

employces are able to devotemore time and energy to their roles of parent, neighbor and

voIùnteérý T<his 'body of work notes that both fitmilies and communities will benefit if people

have the "e ahd energy to ýdeveIop meaningful relatiomhips with dwir neighbors and

activély, Paffiçipate in the lives of their spouses and children. The Vanier Institute (2000, pg.

84) pùtý it1mosteloquenfly WhOn they note that:
pets .on in àe, labour force, when considered as a fiunily member, is a

vital straÉd. in the: web of relationships that sustain not jùst the economy but

ako our fàvailiès, our comnmnities and our:nation."



Recruitment and retention

Interest in work-life balance has also been fueled by the concerris of employers as they seek
strategies to attract and retain committed and productive employees. As demographers
predicted in the late 1980s (Johnston and Packer, 1987), the new millenniurn has brought with
it a shortage of educated and skilled labour as baby boomers retire and the number of
Canadians entering the labour force shrinks. The average age of employees in Canada is
higher than at any time in recent history and available forecasts suggest that the shrinking of
the labour force entry pool will continue well into the new century (Statistics Canada, 1997a).
The problern is further compounded by the fact that the education and skills of many seeking
employment are often inadequate for the new- types of jobs that are vacant (Le. specialized
skill requirements).

At this point in time the demand for labour now exceeds the supply in many areas (Le. IT,
teachers, nurses). Furthermore, the reduced supply of entry level workers will make finding,
keeping and developing skilled employees a top priority in the years ahead. These trends,
more than any other, has awakened employers to, the business risks inherent in ignoring the
needs of this new workforce; a need which includes balance and places a high priority on a
meaningful lifé outside of work (Duxbury, Dyke and Lam, 2000). Recent research (Le.
Duxbury, Dyke and Lam, 2000; Conger, 1998) would suggest that many younger employecs
are attracted to, an organization by its policies and practices supporting work-lifé balance. As
such, employers are now more motivated than ever to explore options that give employees
more flexibility and control and are adopting progranis which are designed to help employees
balance work and life (Le. flextime) under the assumption that they will improve recruitment
and retention (Lowe, 2000).

Recruiting a good workforce is only part of the puzzle. Organizations also have to ensure that
workers stay and flourish. Companies with high turnover pay a significant price. It has been
estimated, for example, that the costs of replacing professional employces can be up to five
times the employees' annual salary (VanderKolk and Young, 1991). These costs do not
include indirect cous associated with accumulated human knowledge, lost future potential,
and poor morale in areas with high turnover. Employee retention helps the company contain
the costs associated with identifying, recruiting, retaining and moving talent. Indirect costs
associated with client dissatisfaction are also higher in companies with high turnover
(Gionfriddo, and Dhingra, 1999). Provision of a supportive work environment which
emphasizes balance has been shown to partially stem the flow of good employees out of an
organization.

Changing attitudes around woirk

North America's baby boomers hold decidedly différent values regarding the place of job or
carccr in their lives than did workm in previous generations (Kamerman & Kahn, 1987;
Galinsky et al., 1.991, Vanderkolk;& Young, 1991). Research indicates that today's workers
value a greater balance in ternis of gender roles, greater equality fer women, an acçeptance of

diverse family structures, and are Smmitted to flexibility, individualisrn and diversity
(Kamerman & Kahn,1987). île business pmefices that motivated the homogencous, male
breadwinning workforce of the pas4 therefore, may sùUply not work for today's employecs
(Galinsky et al., 1991). Growing evidence indicates that many "baby boomers" are willing to
trade off the fast track for a lifé with a better balance between work and their personal
interests and needs (Galinsky et al., 199 1).
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5.1 What Can the Organiiation Do?

Recognition of the needs of the new workforce has prompted a number of Canadian
organizations to investigate ways in which they might play a part in helping their employees
obtam' a better integration of their work and non-work lives. The types of support offéred and
the level of organizational commitinent to work-lifestyle issues, however, varies widely
across companies. The broadest definitions of supportive employer policies include the
provision of traditional employee benefits, such as a decent living wage, health insurance, and
the right to a paid vacation (Kingston, 1990; Vanderkolk & Young, 1991; Johnson et al.,
1997). Although it is acknowledged that these traditional benefits are indeed necessary if
employees are to meet their most basic needs, it is our contention that such benefits are not
sufficient in terras of relieving the heavy burden on today's employee. This paper, therefore,
will focus only on benefits that fall into one of four categories which represent a more
common definition of the terin "supportive" (Galinsky, 1991; Paris, 1989):

work-lifestyle benefits and services;
leave benefits;
alternative work arrangements;
supportive work environments

Following is a brief overview of each of these benefit categories. These summaries are by no
means exhaustive, but are intended to familiarize the reader with the scope of initiatives that
have been offéred by employers. Descriptions of these initiatives have been pieced together
from a number of sources. Readers interested in more information are referred to the original
sources: Johnson et al, 1997, Friedman & Johnson, 1996; Galinsky et al., 1991; and Lord &
King, 199 1.

Work-lifestyle benefits and services
Work-lifestyle benefits and services include a wide variety of options, ranging from the more
familiar employee assistance program, (EAP) to direct supports for dependent care, such as
on-site daycare or respite programs. Key work-life benefits include:

Resource and referral services which provide employees with information on the
availability of child or elder care services in the community -and counsel employces as
they make their choices. Services are either provided directly by the employer, or
contracted with an outside agency who can provide information and resources.
On-/Near-site child care are employer-sponsored centers located on or near the
worksite. Centers can be owned and managed either by the employer or by a third
party. Corporate involvement ranges from the provision of start-up money to
completecoverage of operating costs for the center and subsidies fer lower-incorne
employees. Consortium child pare centres are similar to on- or near-site centers, but
are established and operated by a group of employers for their employees.
Voucher se allew the employer to pay part of the worker's child care cost at a
prograrn selected by the employee. Employees may be reimbursed, or the care
provider may be paid directly.
EmergRçy/sick child c provides care for children who are mildly ill or in instances
where a regular child care arrangement has broken down. Sick child care may be
offéred in the employee's home or attached to an existing child care center.
ResRite care provides full or partial reimbursement of the costs associated with hiring
a caregiver so that employees with responsibility for caring for a dependent adult
family member can have a break.
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Employee assistance programs help employees deal with a variety of personal
problems, such as substance abuse, marital difficulties, and mental health. EAPs often
deal directly with work-lifestyle issues by including the resource and referral services
listed above, or by aiding employees in dealing with the stress resulting ftom
conflicting work and homelife demands.
"Cafeteria" benefits plans are designed to let employees pick and choose among a

variety of health and insurance benefits according to their needs. These plans provide

an alternative to traditional health benefits programs which have tended to offer a

uniform benefit selection, often leading to duplication and additional expense.

"Cafeteria" or flexible benefit plans offer standard choices of medical, dental and

disability coverage, but may also include vacation, sick and personal leave options,
wellness and recreation options, parental care, retirement progranis, financial

planning, and legal assistance. The rationale behind the provision of flexible benefits

is that employee needs change over the lifecycle and that allowing employees to
customize their plans can contain benefits costs for everyone.

Leave benefits

In their broadest sense, Icave policies provide employees with time off from work to attend to
personal or family matters. Generally, this time off is triggered by a birth, adoption , or
serious illness of a family member, but can also include tirne for study, or for
personal/professional pursuits. Options range from a few hours or days off to attend a funeral
to extended child "nurturing" leaves of several years' duration granted to parents who would
like some time out of the workforce in order to raise their children. For the purposes of this
discussion, the term, "leave" will be used to refer to both short- and long-terin leaves which
are paid or unpaid and which allow employees time off beyond their statutory (parental,
vacation, and sick leave) entitiernents.

PerjonË days is a policy permitting paid f= off for short periods of time (days, hours) to
deal with personal matters. These options allow employees to take time off for matters other
than their own illness and: preserve their sick days for their own use.

fgMily - leave is, an extended period of several months or years, .beyond the
employee's legislated entitlement, to allow time for parenting or the care of adult dependents.

Thest-,-.Ieaves may be paid or unpaid, and normally guarantee either the Ume job or a

comparable job upon reum Seniority may or may not be accrued.

Aiternative work arraufflents

Organizations who- are interested in reducing work-lifé conflict should also consider the

provision, of flexible work arrangements for employees. Alternitive : work arrangements
pmvide employm smw numm of flexibility m erdier work lime or work place to help thew
accommdatetheir pepwnaîýnee&. Schal,&Ûe modificatiom range ft= schedules that can be

veried orua: day-to-day basisi to, tbiose: *hich require employlees ýto choose a schedule well in

advance andadhere te the ho= selectedz. Work place mdifications include such options as
work at home arrangements and satellite offices established at sites remüte fien. theprimary

wo&place ainied at reducing employee commute times. Following is a list of the most

popidu flexible wcrk-wrangements.

F w .tangements: p«mit flexible stet and stop times so long as a standard

nuniber of ho=,,, is, wo&ed, Flextitne schedules ugually center arouad "Core hours" of
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required duty. For example, ail employees may be required to be at work during the
core hours of 10 arn t 3 pin, but inay have "flexbands" at the beginning and end of
each day ailowing thein to vary their start and stop limes.

* Part-time work allows employees to work a specified number of hours below the
standard work week. In order to be considered a truc "~alternative" in terins of work-
lifestyle balance, part-tine worlc options must be voluntary, and employees who take
advantage of the option must maintain their entitiement to full or prorated. benefit
coverage.

* Job share arrangements allow two workers to voluntarily share the responsibilities of
one fuli-time job with salary prorated. Again, benefit coverage should be maintained
(or at lst prorated> if this is to be considered an eniployee-supportive option.
Compressed work week (CYffl schedules condense the standard 40-hour work week
int fewer than the standard 5 days. The most conimon formulas are four lO-hour
days, three 12-hour days, or the 9-day fortnight.

* Telework, telecouimuting, or flexplace allows employees to work at home or at
another site during regularly scheduled hours on a regular basis.

I ail cases, research shows that the criteria under which these flexible arrangements can ho
used should be transparent and there should be mutual accountability around their use (iLe.
cmployees need to meel job demands but organizations should be flexible wilh respect 10 how
work is arranged) With respect 10, work arrangements, employers should also let employees
determine whether or not they wish 10 work overtime.

Supportive Work Enironments

Organizations who wish to become best practice i the area of work-life balance should also
focus on the development of a supportive work environment. What do we mean by tbis?
First lhey need to get supportive policies in place (iLe. develop and implement: policies around
flexible work arrangements). Second, they need 10 recognize that these policies are necessary
for balance but flot sufficient. The organization also needs to inake sure that employeca are
encouraged t0 use0 the polices andi frel safé doing s0 (Le. tcareer not injeopardy because take
family leave). They also noed to support their use by having senior management modeling
the appropriate behavioxir in this regard and increasing the number of supportive managers
within the organization. Finaly, they need le nicasure 1he use of the différent poliie%, reward
best prcie in*wueamsand question managers i those areas where useais low. T. walce
the. work exwironaen1*more mippostive the oeganization also has to nm>ve away fromn a focus~
on hours to a focus on output- To> do ths they rseed to reward output net hours or face lime
and what is done, nul where il is done. They alse need te publically reward people who have
successally combind wotk and non-work demains not proetllose who work longhour
and expect others to do> the same.

Our reeach in the ae (Dx 4r and iggis, 1995, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2001) indicate that
supprtie maageentis keysleo th creton of supportive work enviroments Bnipiricully,

wo have deemn htiuPriemnge ipa h fbllowi»g baviou: pood
comuniatos wo povie psitve ndconuctiv feedback, listcia wolI, coach and mentor

their suodnts n OU notu not hours. ln ither woeds, supportive mngs are

The. qustion the bcomes: Uw canogniain increase the. num er kIY ofsup 'tv
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Table 1: Overview of availability of employee-supportive programs in Canada
Figure 7: Availability and Use of Work-Life Bencfits, Duxbury and Higgins, 2001

While différences in samples and methodology preclude direct comparisons from. study to
study, this overview does allow us to make several observations regarding the level of
employer responsiveness to work-lifestyle issues in Canada. First, it should bc noted that the
employer survey (Paris, 1989) suggests a much higher level of organizational involvement in
work-lifestyle initiatives than do any of the employee surveys. The disparity in findings is
likely attributable to two factors:
1 . Samples of employers are typically not representative of the broader population due to

the very low response rates associated with these studies (Le. the Paris study yielded a
response rate of 25%).

2. Executives tend to indicate that their organizations offer a given benefit if they offer it
to any of their employees (Le. a company representative may say that telework is
available at his or her Erra, when only one or two professionals have been granted this
option)

Whereas employer surveys offer important insights intc, the organization's perspective on
work-lifestyle issues, this type of response bias, combined with the low response rate typical
of this type of study, means that employer surveys can grossly overestimate the availability of
employce-supportive benefits.

Surveys in which workers are asked whether or not they have access to various initiatives,
therefore, are probably the better indicators of the truc prevalence of work-lifestyle initiatives.
The 5 employee surveys presented in Table 1 reveal that:

Access to employee-supportive work arrangements in Canadian workplaces is low
Initiatives which involve work schedule flexibility are much more prevalent than those
which involve work location flexibility.
Schedules involving work hour reductions are more common among women (the Lero
et al sample, which was restricted to those with primary responsibility for childcare
was 95% female)
Publie sector employees appear to have greater access to flexible arrangements than
do private-sector workers. (sanie trend apparent in 2001 data but not shown in this

paper)
Workplace child care centers are extremely uncommon in Canada.
The availability of "family friendly" practices has not increased over time (it appears,
in fact, to have diminished), and
Employers appear to bc more likely to offer employees unpaid time off to deal with
family and personal problems than paid time off. This is consistent with the "myth of
separate worlds" approach to management.

The above discussion leads us to make the following specific recommendations with respect

to how organizationS can address. the issue of work-life balance:

1 organizations need to devote more of their efforts to improving "people management"'
practices within their organization. They can increase the number of supportive
managers within the organintion by giving managers at all levels:
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communicate best practice), etc. Employees-must be made to feel that their
career will not be jeopardized if they take advantage of supportive policies.

e. Fifth, measure the use of the différent supportive policies and reward those
sections of the organization that demonstrate best practices in these areas.
Investigate those areas where use Is low.

4. Organizations should provide a limited number of days paid leave per year for
childcare, eldercare or personal problems.

5. Organizations need to introduce initiatives to increase an employce's sense of control.
The literature suggests a number of mechanisms which should be investigated
including increased autonomy and empowerment at the individual employee level, the
increased use of self-directed work teams, increased employee participation in
decision making, increased communication and information sharing, time
management training, training on how to plan and prioritize, etc.

5.2 Government Actions and Work-Lifé Balance

There has been, in Canada, a tendency to, think that work-life conflict is exclusively an issue
for families, employees and employers. Historically, however, employers have rarely taken
the lead with respect to offéring employee benefits (Scott, 2000). Rather, this role has been
left to goverriments, both provincial and féderal-

In 1987 the féderal and provincial govemments made a commitment to develop strategies to
help Canadians integrate their work and family lives. Over the last decade the Ministers
Responsible for the Status of Women have concluded an agreement on the economic equality
of women (see Yukon Deciaration on Economie Equality of Womený 1992) and have
sponsored research into the area of work-lifé balance. The Federal Govemment outlines its
own commitment to fostering changes in the workplace to promote the equitable sharing of
work and family responsibilities in Setting the Stagefor the Next Century: The Federal Plan
for Gender Equality which was prepared for the Fourth Unity Nations World Conférence on
Women held in Bejing in 1995 (Status of Women, 1995).

In Canada, an extensive array of government services and supports have grown up over the
years to directly foster the well being of Canadians and their families as well as help offset the
demands of work and famüy (Scott, 2000). Key supports include provisions re economic
security and family leave.

Economic security

Rescarch has determined that the Monomically secure family is in a much stronger position to
cope with the demands of work and fiffnily (Scotý 2000). The féderal governrnent plays a
major role in providing econOmic security fer Canadians and their families. On the one hand,
it has a variety of macro-economic Policy levels at its disposal to, address economic insecurity,
ranging fýom monetary policies to large scale job creation initiatives. On the other hand, it
pursues specific pohcy, and programs that directly influence the economic weil being of
famîlies such as setting the wage flOor through féderal minimum wage laws, providing
t"«ed incorne SUPPort thrOugh the tax sYstem. for low income Canadians, or by attemptins
to address high rates of women's Poverty through such things as employmSt equity programs
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2. Improve and standardize the legislation and regulations governing famlly leave

While many collective agreements contain arrangements and benefits which address
employees' needs with respect to work-life balance there is a need for consistency with
respect to labour standards and legislative requirements pertaining to work-lifé balance. For
example, at the present time, labour standards legislation in most Canadian jurisdictions 5
(exceptions include Manitoba, Ontario and Saskatchewan) does not provide employees with
an explicit right to refuse overtime. Similarly, many jurisdictions do not allow employees the
right to time off in lieu overtime. Such standards would provide a starting point for
organizations in developing workplace policies and practices that address work-life balance
issues. Standardization is needed in the following areas: the type of family related leaves,
eligibility requirements, lengths of leaves and the guarantee of rights to return to paid
employments. Standardization is especially important for the many workers who do not enjoy
the protections afforded by federal labour law or collective agreements.

Securing broad access to leave policies goes hand in hand with improving leave policies more
generally. By international standards, Canada's package of public leave provisions (i.e.
length of leaves and benefit replacement levels) is not very generous when compared to
European countries such as Germany, Denmark, France, Italy and Sweden (see Kamerman
and Kahn, 1997, Gautier, 1996, Baker, 1995, Scott, 2000). What distinguishes countries
which. support work-lifé balance from those that are less progressive in this regard? Research
in this area bas found that countries with supportive family leave policies are more likely to
recognize that:

society bas a role to play in caring for children,
parents, when given the choice, would prefer to spend more time with their very
young children, and
a parents income and future participation in the labour force should not be sacrificed
because of their caring responsibilities.

In addition there is broader support for other types of family leave that allow family members
to take on intensive caring roles (i.e. caring for a relative who is dying) without sacrificing
their employment.

Given the above discussion we would recommend that govemments who are concerned with
work-lifé balance issues consider implementing legislation:

which stipulates that an employers management rights do not include an implied right
to require an employce to work overtime except in the case of an emergency,
that gives employces the right to time off in lieu of overtime pay,
that stipulates that employce are entitled to unpaid leave each year to meet
responsi ploye 's

'bilities related to the carc, health or education of a child in the cmcare or the care or health of any other member of the employees immediate family,
and
which includes specifie language around long-terrn unpaid leave for the care of a
parent

5The exact wording of this legislation and oth« legislation quoted in this section cm be found
in Rochon, C. (20W). Work and Family Provisions in Canadian Collective Agreements,
HRDC Labour Prograra, Strategic Policy Division, Ottawa.
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Appendix A: Demographie Information on 1991 and 2001 Samples

Comparison of 1991 and 2001 Samples

Variable 1991 2001

Number in sample 21,228 24,022

% Female 56% 58%

Job Type:
- % Managers 11% 16%
-D % Professionals 22% 38%
4î> 0/ Technieal 1 S5/ 16/.

10%
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physicians, are included in the publie insurance program. Thus the delivery of health care in
Canada is predominantly "private" -- the public plans pay for care provided by private
practitioners, and hospitals that are not govemment agencies, without restrictions on choice.
The Canadian forni of Medicare is not "socialized medicine", but rather "socialized
insurance."

This universal public coverage applies, however, to less than half of total health care
expenditures. Hospitals and physicians account, on current (year 2000) estimates, for 31.8%
and 13.5%, respectively, of a total of $CAD 95.1 billion (9.3% of GDP) spent on health care.
Another 36.7% was spent on drugs (principally prescription drugs), services of other
professionals (principally dentistry), and institutional care outside hospitaIS . 2 Pattems of
public coverage for these components are much less uniform - varying from one province to
another - and less complete, ranging from about 70% for institutional care to slightly more
than 40% for prescription drugs, to about 6% for dentistry and zero for non-prescription
drugs. Overall, public sources covered 71% of total health spendÎng in 2000, one of the
lowest ratios among developed countries (CIHI, 2001; OECD, 2001). Canada thus provides
more compreliensive public coverage than most countries for hospital and physician services,
but less for other forins of health care. 3

The Relationship Between the Federal and Provincial Governments
While the system described in this brief outline has not changed substantially since the

early 1970s, the description masks some important changes in the relationship between the
federal and provincial govermnents, particularly with respect to the fiscal transfers to the
provinces that underpin the plan. The details of féderal-provincial fiscal arrangements are
arcane and highly specialized, and impinge little or not at all on either the individual patient or
the individual provider in day-to-day practice. Over the long run, however, the survival. or
dissolution of the present system depends critically on decisions made at this level.

For fundamental constitutional reasons, as well as good practical ones, the
govenunents of the Canadian provinces have virtually all responsibility for both regulating
and funding hcalth care within their borders. They can set up bealth care insurance programs
any way they choose, or not at all. The féderal government, however, sets the standards forG&confbrtning" provincial programs, and provides both c.ash payments and access to, pan of the
incorne-tax base for provinces operating such conforming plans. Effectively, then, the féderal
govéminent can determine some of the f4ndarnental principles governing provincial plans -
so, long as it alsû contributes to the plans" cost. Under current legislation, fed" standards
and C'on-esponding contributions have applied only to the ceverage of "medically necessary"
hôspital and physician services.

The principles of universal coverage, universal access "on equal ternis and
condit .ions," comprehensiveness of benefits, portabilîty of benefits across, provinces, and
public administration are. fundamental toý all provincial programs. In particular, the access
provision has been iiitéi-preted by the féderal govemment as Ming out any form ofdirect
ç,harges to côvered users of insured services. The féderal Canada Héalth Act of 1984 provides
that the féderal cash grànt to 1 a provincial goverament will bc re.duced, dollar for dollar, by the
arnount ofâIl sueb paymcÙts.made by itsxesidents.

Over timë, both the nature of the féderal contribuýion, and its relative size have
clia .nged g=tly- In the beginning the féderal government shared. a proportion (roughly half)
of actual program costs; this was changed in 1977 to block.grants independent. of actual costs.
But this grant consisted, of both a cash payment, and the transfer of "tax room" --, the féderal

1 iie renlainder is public heajth, ruearch, capital investm=t insumce administration, and -othe.
3 prévate iâsurance cov«S just Ov« Otid-thîrd ôÉthe private expendiftee,: and Canada, like the Ifidted Sta",
qupports this private ftwura= vAth a public "tùx expenditure subs'ýày that Offsets about a third of its cost.
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goverriment lowered its rates of income tax to permit the provinces to increase theirs by a
corresponding amount. In the 1980s and early 1990s, the féderal cash contribution was on a
steady downward trend. If this cash contribution were to become so small that the féderal
government could no longer withhold significant amounts froin non-conforming provinces,
then it is a virtual certainty that the present systern would immediately begin to crumble. In
1997, the féderal govermnent began increasing the cash contributions to the provinces; this
trend continues today.

The health status of Canadians, at least as proxied by such measures as infant
mortality rates and life expectancy, continues to improve, and is among the highest in the
world. Life expectancy at birth for Canadian males born in 1997 was 75.8 years; for females,
81.4 years. These are up from 73.6 and 79.9 a decade earlier. Canada's infant mortality rate
in 1997 was 5.5 deaths per thousand, down from 7.3 per 1000 in 1987. This was a new low
for Canada, but still well behind the 3.7 rate for Japan (OECD, 2001). But these measures,
though widely used, are incomplete measures of the health status of a population.
Furthermore, the extent to which they reflect the impact or quality of a health care systern, is
questionable. The aggregate health status of populations has been shown to depend more on
the quality of the physical, social and economic environments in which people live and work,
than on health care systern performance (e.g. Evans et al., 1994; Paedalus, 1994; Hertzman et
al., 1996; Keating and Hertzman, 1999).

In any case, such statistics have little to do with aggregate health care spending, at
least among industrialized nations. The Japan-Canada comparison makes the point: Japan
spent about 7.6% of its GDP on health care in 1998 while Canada spent 9.5% of its larger (per
capita) GDP .4 The United States spent the world's largest share -- 13.6% -- of the world's
largest per capita GDP. Yet this enormous expenditure was associated with significantly
worse health outcomes: female and male life expectancies in 1997 of 79A and 73.6 years
respectively, and an infant mortality rate of 7.2 deaths per 1000. Canadians were significantly
healthier, and the Japanese, healthier still.

An altemative measure of system performance may be found in the satisfaction of
those it serves, as reflected either in periodic surveys or in publie commentary. From. the
inception of Canadian Medicare until the early 1990s, Canadians have generally expressed a
high degrec of satisfaction with their health care system, and strong support for its
fundamental principles. A 1989/90 international Harris poll reported thern to be more
satisfied than the respondents from any of the other ten countries surveyed -- including Japan
(Blendon et al., 1990).

Over the last decade, however, surveys have shown a sharp deterioration in
satisfaction with the state of the Canadian health care system. Thus, while 5601o of Canadian
respondents to the 1989/90 survey indicated that "The systern works pretty well"; only 20%
of respondents gave this response to a similar question in a 1998 survey. The proportion of
respondents who indicated that "The systern needs complete rebuilding" rose over the same
period froin 5% to 23% (Blendon et al. 1990; Donelan et al. 1999). A recent Canadian survey
suggests that Canadians are still highly SUPPOrtive of the fundamental principles on which the
system was built, but are> expressing growing concern about its ability to deliver when they
need it (Maclean's, 200/01).

Yet despite this seneral and rather dramatic erosion in public confidence, Canadian
patients continue tO express high levels Of satisfaction with their own personal encounters

Theu data are bwed on OECD. definitions of GDP, The différenS b«wm the 9.5% and the 9.3% roported
in canadian somtes, arius ft« É glight différence in the GDP concepu used by the OECD on the one hand, and
Statistics Canada on the oth«ý
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with the health care systemn - "the system is getting worse, but you wouldn't know it from my
personal experience." For example, in the international survey quoted above 54% of
Canadians said that the medical care they or their family received in the last 12 months was
excellent or very good (Donelan et ai., 1999). This raises some interesting questions about
the sources of information that underpin public opinions about the state of the health care
system more generally.

The 1989/90 survey, however, showed a strong relationship between real per capita
health care spending and public satisfaction (with the notable exception of the U.S., where
spending was highest and satisfaction lowest). One might then have anticipated that
Canadians" high level of expressed satisfaction would be vulnerable to a decline in spending.
And indeed this appears to have been exactly what happened.

Although its primary intent was to expand public access to health care, the Canadian
Medicare systemi also tumned out to be relatively' successfül as a device for controlling overali
costs, at lest in a North Anierican context. Prior to 1970 the Canadian and Amnerican cost
experiences tracked each other very closely. Beginning wîth the establishment of universal
public coverage for physician services in Canada ini 197 1, the two countries' experiences have
diverged sharply (sce Figure 1). While in 1971 both countries were spending just over 7%/1 of
their national income on health care, a decade later a gap of almost 2% had opened up. This
grew to over 3% by the early 1990s, and was as of 1999 creeping over 4% of GDP.

Comparisons of Canada's cost controI experience with that of other counitries provides
a qtiite différent perspective. Canada is among the high cost countries of the OECD. But
considering the exten~sive similarities between Canada and the United States, and the latter's
enormous influence on ail aspects of Canadin life, the extraordinary divergence ini cost
performniace is striking. *Iigher physician fées and systemn administrative costs, and more
resorce-ntensive hospital treatment have been found to account for this différence (Evans et
ai.; NEJM, 1989).

As a percent of 013?, Canadian health care expenditures topped out in 1992 (10%;
ÇJII), and thon dropped sharply, hitting a trougb in 1996 (9%; CIE!). AUl of this decline was
in pu~blie sector spending, whikb actually feUl betwe 1992 and4 1996 while theo population
was grwnga a rate of over 1% annually.3 ittle wonder, then, that p4atient saisfaction

delnd hrl over this period. Onc the public, and the pepe who draw incomoe 1fr
tiatgnsem beeon>e accustoined to a particular level o>f spenieg, 1rsponses to changes in that
level wilU 1e hilily asymmetric - additional fun4ing wil be epm>rac.ed; cuts will bo bitterly

hag flwd iiftô th ublie systemi, and the percet ofnational icme peon heaI$h paris
once ag aonthe rise (Figure 2).

. : Ofcorg tes aggrge i*idicators of ystetu perforac e~ êoot ofily mpefet,

sho*ng Wthto eclsê >orTe18ted with sleeooi stts «(4istard et al. 1997).
reen rpot n hehelt o Caain, frepe , noted tat

é, À199 stdy howd ta anaOdia mn in th ihs nome quartle had life
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" Potential life years lost before age 70 were almost twice as bigh for men as for
women, and almost threc times as high for men ages 20-34.

" Life expectancies for Canada's aboriginal population remain well below those for the
entire population (Federal/Provincial/Territorial Advisory Committee on Population
Health, 1999).

These gradients have persisted, however, despite the fact that there is no
corresponding gradient in the use of health care services. Rather, people at the lower end of
the income distribution use more services, not less (Mustard et al., 1998). And indeed, one of
the key results of the establishment of the Canadian form of public health insurance was
precisely to eliminate any income-based bias in access to, or use of, health care services
(Enterline et al., 1973a, b). Recent studies have indicated that those in greatest need of
services were, indeed, the highest users (Roos and Mustard, 1997; Finkelstein, 2001).
Nevertheless, the health status deficits remain.

These striking relationships between socioeconomic status and health are occupying
increasing amounts of attention from health services and population health researchers in
Canada. However, they have not captured the imagination of the public, and correspondingly
remain of little more than sporadic, and even then rhetorical, interest to politicians. In
contrast, geographical disparities in access to care have been a source of public concem and
political and policy interest at least since the establishment of Canadian Medicare. Despite
any compelling evidence of corresponding geographic différences in health status, attempting
to reduce or eliminate différences in geographic access remains a high profile policy
preoccupation (and continues to defy easy solution).

The relationship between access, health status and health policy concern thus prescrits
something of a paradox. On the one hand, différences in socioeconomic status are associated
with very real différences in health status, but these do not correlate with différences in access
and have not aroused much policy response. On the other hand, geographic différences in
access, are not associated with différences in health status, but have been the source of policy
concern over many years. Of course this observation may not bc surprising if considered in
light of responses to a mid-1990s survey conducted by Ekos Research Associates (Toronto)
for the Canadian federal government. Canadians reported themselves far more concerned
about "Equal access to health care for all Canadians" than about the "Health of Canadian
population".

There is an additional distributional issue that has, however, received relatively littie
attention, either from analysts or in public debate, yet which appears to lurk in the shadows of
many of the current key health care system, issues. The distribution of system costs across the
différent members of Canadian society depends critically on decisions about ' financing
mechanisms. The Canadian Medicare systern as it exists today, being funded almost entirely
out of general ta > revenues, is financed purely on the basis of ability to pay, without refèrence
to utilization or need. The system costs therefore bear proportionately most heavily on those
with the highest incornes. Private financing (whether through private insurance or out-of-
pocket payments), imposes costs independent of ability to pay. In the case of private
insurance, premiums are based on expected risk status; direct charges are based on actual
utilization. In Canada, over half of prescription drugs (out-of-hospital), and nearly all of
dental care, am financed through such means (sec above).

Accordingly, while Canada"s Medicare is one of the most progressively financed
systems in the world, it ranks relatively low among OECD countries in terms of the
proportion of all health rare costs that are financed publicly.5 All proposals for changing the

à progressive financingmeam th8t the PrOPOrflon Of incotmapersonoontributes incream with it==;
,egle sive nwm the reverse.
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mix of financing sources necessarily include an implicit or explicit proposal to change this

pattern of burden distribution.

Current Issues
As noted above, Medicare is facing a crisis in publie confidence. While there is still

broad publie support for universal comprehensive medical care, Canadians are increasingly

concerned that the cost of our current system is unsustainable and-at a more personal

level-that care will not bc available when they need it.
This drop in public confidence has occurred over the course of the 1990s. It is likely to

bring about a major reshaping of the management and delivery of medical services in Canada.

it could help redefine the current scope of services and programs, breathing new life into the

original vision of a just and affordable health care system. Or it could bring about the end of

Medicare, tying Canadians more and more tightly to what a former editor of the New England

Journal of Medicine, Dr. Marcia Angel, has called the most expensive and inadequate health

care system in the developed world: the American system (Angell, 1999)., BECAUSE 1

THINK IT MAY INTRODUCE A SERIES OF PRETTY CRITICAL ARTICLES ON THE

US SYSTEM THAT STARTS WITH A PIECE IN THAT ISSUE BY IGLEHART. That is

not what most Canadians want, but the possibility is increasingly real.

The original architects of Medicare were well aware that "socializing" the payment

system was only the first step toward major change in the way in which health care is

organized and delivered. In introducing the first provincial Medicare legislation, in

Saskatchewan in 1961, the then premier, Tommy Douglas, described "remov[ing] the

financial barrier between those who need health care and those who provide it" as only the
first step. "The second step... will bc to establish a new type of delivery system in the hcalth
field," a system that includes community-based care, preventive medicine that focuses On
maintaining health and functioning, and alternative mechanisms for paying care providers
(Douglas, 1984).

Forty years later that second step has yet to bc taken. But the pressures in the current

system are continuing to build; Medicare is facing very reai challenges rooted in the

organization and management of ils delivery system. One way or another these must change.
The National Forum on Health and numerous provincial reports have acknowledged both the

need Io reform this systern, 'and the ability for reforni to bc accomplisbed within the current
publie, non-profit model (National Forum on Health, 1997),

The crisis in public confidence, however, is being fuelled by quite different.messages:
We can no longer afford Medicare.
The principles on which the systern is based are no1onger relevant.
Moving more of the delivery of care, to privatc, for-profit companics

will lead to a more accessible and less costly system.
Each of t hese claims is demonstrably false. They serve Io obfÎmate rather than to illuminate,

and tend Io foeus policyattention away from those very real organizational and management

issues. Yet they have been made fÔr thepastthirty years with striking regularity, and for

quite unde1ýtandable reasons.

something old

While Medicare has brW support among Canadians, that support is not and never has-been

univergal. This, je large:part, is because a numberý of individuals and organizations have an

econSnic: intexest in ý Canada: adopting an Ïncremingly mixcd public/private systern more
to "t in. the: United States. While they argue that such changes will improve

efficimey 'and accessibility;.their opposition lo Medicare is really based en economic self-

interest. =d> the inèstàpable, logic of two fundamental accounting ttuths:
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" Every dollar spent in health care, regardless of whether it buys more services or
contributes to better health, is a dollar received - it is someone's income; and

" In all collectively funded health care systems (Le., private group insurance, as well as
publicly funded care), some people pay for more care than they use, and some people use
more care than they pay for.

As political scientist Aaron Wildavsky pointed out a quarter-century ago, health care
systems are not self-limiting; " ... costs will increase to the level of available funds."
(Wildavsky, 1977). This means that no matter how positive a society may féel about
increasing funding for health care, eventually it will have to impose some form of cost
control. This, inevitably, leads to conflicts over funding between those who pay for and
manage resources, and those who get paid for providing care.

Medicare is, in part, a cost control mechanism. Since its introduction, more profit-
oriented health care providers-including equipment suppliers, pharmaceutical companies,
and financial and administrative service corporations, as well as a number of physicians-
have attempted to circumvent its constraints by
regaining direct access to the patient% own Surely to heaven we are not going back
resources. For example, although overt extra- after all these years... to a system in
billing by physicians ended with the which the quality of care which patients
introduction of the Canada Health Act in the receive depends on their financial
1980s, some continued the fight to overcome capacity to pay. T.C. Douglas
limitations on their incomes, most recently by
advocating for "improving" or "reforrning" the 1
health care system. through support for private clinics and two-tier health care.

Medicare's effect on expenditure trends is clearly shown in Figure 1 above. Had
Medicare not been introduced, and if health care as a percentage of GDP in Canada had
continued to track U.S. figures, there would now bc about $40 billion more in the health care
sector in Canada than we find today -- $40 billion in additional and /or higher incomes.

The second truth-participants in collectively funded hcalth care systems do not pay
according to the care they use--speaks most strongly to those groups for whom public
coverage implies greater costs than bencfits. Moving health care costs from public (taxes) to
private budgets (user pay or private insurance) moves costs from the shoulders of the more
wealthy to those of the less wealthy. As most care for the poor will continue to bc paid for
publicly, a greater portion of the public costs are shifted to middle-income carriers. The fact
that private payment is associated with a transfer of the financing burden from higher to lower
income groups is clearly demonstra.ted by the experiences of the United States and countries
of the European community (van Doorslaer et al., 1999; Wagstaff et al., 1999).

A natural consequence of these two truths is an alliance between the wealthy-who
want lower taxes--and profit-oriented health care providers-who oppose limits on their
incomes. Both of these groups gain, at the expense of the Canadian public, froin any
expansion in the scope of private payment. This alliance is not new; it was prescrit before
Medicare began. But it appears to bc increasingly influential. Its members have every
incentive to feed public uneasiness.

Something new

As noted carlier, the bealth eue sector came under severe financial pressure during the
mid-1990s. Between 1992 and 1997 total bealth care-spending per capita, when adjusted for
inflation, foll by 1. 1 0/e. This absolute decline is unprecedented. Those areas primelily affècted
were hospitals, wbere per capita spending (adjusted for inflation) fell by over 16%, and per
capita expenditure on physicians, which, when adjusted for inflation, feil by 61/ (CIHL 2001).
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At the saine time private sector spending - principally on drugs, dentistry, and the
private part of institutional care - rose by 16.4%. This growth in real expenditures, combined
with more rapid private sector price increases, pushed the private share of health care
spending from just under 26% nationally in 1992 to more than 30% in 1997. This relative
expansion in private sector expenditures has NOT come at the expense of, or in response to,
public sector cost containment. These have been, and continue to be, largely non-overlapping
sectors. The différential experiences do, however, demonstrate the relative effectiveness of
the two sectors in cost control capability.

As noted earlier, since 1997 there has been a considerable reinvestment in the public
sector. Overall public sector spending increased almost 23% between 1997 and 2000, and is
now well above its 1992 level. But in 2000, per capita real (inflation-adjusted) expenditures
on hospitals were still about 5% below 1992 levels (Canadian Institute for Health
Information, 2000). The jobs eliminated by the mid-1990s cuts-many of them nursing
jobs-have not all been restored. A strong case can be made that inpatient care had been
over-provided in Canadian hospitals for decades and thai a dramatic reduction in inpatient
beds-a reduction taking place in most western health care systems-was long overdue. In
fact, while the stresses of downsizing have been considerable, the number of patients cared
for in Canadian hospitals has been maintained, even as beds closed.

The underlying realities of bed utilization have, however, had little influence on media
reports, on the public's perception of the success of Medicare, or on hospital workers, whose
reaction to the loss of jobs and income has been predictable. In an attempt to use public
pressure to restore funding, unions representing hospital workers (and particularly the
registered nurses) have claimed that the health care system is in a state of imminent collapse.

This message of crisis, continuously repeated by a group known to support Medicare,
may inadvertently be supporting Medicare's traditional enemies, by convincing an increasing
number of Canadians that the health care system either cannot adequately respond to their
needs now, or certainly will not be able to do so when they need it in the future. There
app=s to be a real and serious problem of nursing supply but it arises from short-sighted
personnel policies over at least the last decade. Some of these have been promulgated by
professional nursing associations themselves. But these policies were not a consequence of
the, particulars of Canadian.financing or organization. And, indeed, a shortage of nurses
appears now to be a widespread in ternational problem, which serves to reinforce the local
message of crisis.

Something borrowed

In addition to old and new pressures within the Canadian health care Mtem, there are
important externai developments that add to the seriousness of the present crisis. Pnîmary
among these bas. been the transformation in the United States of private insurers into managod
care ýrgànizàfJons that sell a combination of insurance, service delivery and management.
Those fmns claim to achi eve economies through superior management techniques, claims
incteasinglY disputodý even. in the United States where managed care has fallen out of favour
with:lhe geilertl publié, Nevertheless, the rise of.managed care organizations has greatly
expanded the scale and scope of corporate, . for-profit firms involved in organizing and
delivering health care. These corporations, now firmly established in, the United States, have
moved into markets in Central and South America, and are attempting to penetrate Canada
and Empic.

Like othet.caré providerS, managed care organizations depend on expenditures (public
and private) for:income. As ýWitfi other profit-oriented providers constmined by public

progràras (e.g. Mediciie), these corpora try to undermine or circumvent those programs.
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To increase shareholder value in Canada, Medicare must bc pushed out of the most profitable

parts of the markets for insurance and carc.
While the primary thrust of for-profit providers bas been to try to open up private

markets, they are quite prepared to accept large public subsidies in these markets. In fact, the

sales of private health insurers in Canada such as Liberty Health (formerly Ontario Blue

Cross) and Aetna are subsidized through tax concessions with an annual value of about $3-$4

billion. These arise because employer-paid insurance premiums are both deductible frorn the

employer's taxable income as a business expense and non-taxable in the bands of employees.

Absent this largely invisible public subsidy, the market for private insurance would probably

shrink dramatically.
Managed care organizations are by no means the only extemal agents with an interest

in altering or dismantling Medicare. Many groups, such as the right-wing National Institute

for Policy Alternatives in Dallas, Texas, and the American pharmaceutical industry shell

organization, Citizens for Better Medicare, are committed opponents of public insurance with

allies in Canada (such as the Fraser Institute in Vancouver) and abroad. In March of 2000,

CBM actually launched a multi-million dollar multi-media campaign in the United States
"urging American seniors to reject the Canadian model of health insurance and coverage of

prescription drugs." (This campaign glides smoothly over the fact that prescription drugs

(out-of-hospital) in Canada are not covered under the universal Medicare programs - "the

Canadian model of health insurance"). These American media campaigns flow freely across

the long border between the two countries, and help to shape Canadians' perceptions of their

own systerri.

Something blue

The last two decades have seen a remarkable increase in the degree of income

inequality generated through private markets, particularly in the United States and Britain, but

also in Canada. In Canada, the effects of this increasing concentration of wealth among the

very wealthiest were largely offset, at least into the mid- 1 990s, by a relatively progressive tax

system, supporting a number of social programs that transfer both money and non-money

income to lower income farriffies. As incomes and wealth have become ever more

concentrated, the tax and transfer systems have redistributed more money from. those at the

top to those farther down.
One consequence of this tax/transfer systern is that the potential payoff to Canadians

in the top incorne brackets from lowering taxes and dismantling social programs such as

Medicare bas also increased. This places those programs at risk from. a conservative tax

cut/smaller government agenda, The resulting attacks on social prograrns are both direct-

"they distort eçonomic efficiency" -and indirect- "taxes crush economic prospenty." The

indirect attacks have been particularly successfül: It is hard, after all, to build a coalition to

oppose lower taxes. Cuts to the social transfer prograrns in the raid- 1 990s were followed at

the end of the decade by significant tax cuts (which continue), primarily favouring upper

incorne groups. These more recent changes have eroded the overall progressivity of Canada's

tax and transfer structure.
The increasing concentration of incomes over the past two decades bas had a

couriterpart in Canada's media where ownership and control is now in the bands of a very

few, very wealthy individuals. At least one of these individuals bas made no secret Of his

intent to use the media as a platforrn for his own political views, including a deep distaste for

public prograins that "tak[e] mç)neY from people who have earned it and redistribut[e] it to

people who haven"f', thereby restricting the power of those with wealth to, use it as theY
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choose. He believes, in short, that Canada should welcome a 'Triendly American takeover
bid" which "Canadians.... might find irresistible" (Black, 2000).

This agenda, based on narrow economie interest, has powerfully reinforced the
inherent tendency of the media to hyperbole and exaggeration. The result has been a steady
flow of stories and opinion pieces predicting disaster uniess various forms of private payment
and for-profit health care are introduced immediately, or sooner.

These stories of impending doom now both cloud and shape public debate, making it
virtually impossible for a member of the public to get a clear sense of what the problems
facing Medicare really are, or of the plausible, evidence-based, supportable solutions that do
exist. Instead of providing reasoned discussion, the media have, to a large extent, become a
vehicle whereby a small minority of Canadians can undermine the confidence of an increasing
proportion of middle-income earners, the very group who will suffer the greatest financial
burden from the reduction or demise of Medicare.

Something Real

Beneath all the rhetoric and thinly concealed agendas bent on dismantling Canadian
Medicare lurk some very real issues. The overriding challenge for the Canadian health care
system is to find that elusive balance between providing timely access to an increasingly
broad range of potentially effective services, and constraining the total share of national
income being consumed by health care to an acceptable level. As demonstrated in the mid-
1990s, the public programs have the necessary administrative mechanisms to contain and
even roll back costs - at least for a time. But the public perception that access was severely
compromised has led to the current general dissatisfaction and lack of confidence in the
system. The resulting political pressure has forced a renewed expansion in spending at rates
that Finance officials view as "unsustainable" - without as yet, any sign of a turn-around in
publie confidence. .The clarnour from providers, seeking to convert the new funds into
increases in incomes rather than into better access has if anything grown louder and more
disturbing.

The achievement of a balance depends, as it always has, both. on "doing the right
things" and "doing things right", Le. making sure that the carç provided is appropriate,
effective and timely, and is'produced in as efficient a manner as. possible. But att=pts to
introduce innovations that would, pare away inappropriate and unnece .ssary, servicing, and
improve the efficiency with which care is delivered, run head on into intense resistance from
provider groups, because such innovations threaten their incomes, as well as established

7
patterns of practice. . Their solution is always more servicing, with minimal external scrutiny
of effectiveness or efficiency, supported by more moPey, whether publicor private.

Perhaps the best illustration of this three-horned dilemma is provided in the
phamiaceutical sector. The share of national income spent on drugs has bçen increuing
steadily since the early 1980s. Even during the period of restraint inCanada (1992-1996),
drug, costs M capita increased by 16% (180/ô annually). Since then (down to 2000) they have
Increas at an a=ual average per capita rate of 83%, and. the public comporient increascd
even âStor (Pyer 100/0 per capita. per year) (CIHI, 200 0)!! 8 Such rates of increase, feed the

perception diat '%Iedicare is fiscally unsustainable", even though rates of growth in t'he larger

11à ziwadm is in.no way unique to Canada. "Htafth care may belhe niost etittehed, chméè-avme
industr.y in dm United States?'ýCM$temM et 91-i. 200).
4 the =jority of drug expehditure is private, either insurm= or 6elf-pay. But çach Pr

As noted above, pvince
does provide saine covemge for some of the population. For example, every province ensures that its seniors
have the niajority of their prescription drug costs covered.
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public programs (hospital and physician services) that provide full universal coverage, have
been much lower.

This growth bas occurred primarily through the introduction of new and expensive
drugs replacing old, much less expensive, products, the latter often now off-patent, Yet there
is considerable reason to doubt the superior effectiveness of many of these new products. The
increase in pharmaceutical costs appears to represent, to a significant degree, "cost without
benefit" - a rise in the price ofâchieving particular therapeutic outcomes. Attempts by both
levels of goverriment to constrain these de facto price increases have, over time, been
systernatically attacked and effectively destroyed by the pharmaceutical industry lobby.
Through the 1970s and 1980s, Canada operated a system of compulsory licensure that created
a genuinely competitive market for prescription drugs (Morgan, 2001). This is widely viewed
as having had a significant dampening effect on drug prices in Canada. It was abandoned
under pressure from the United States, and is now effectively barred by international trade
agreements.

Canadian provincial Ministries of Health have introduced programs to encourage generic
prescribing; British Columbia bas been particularly aggressive in this respect. These, too,
have been quite effective in containing phannaceutical costs, but their effectiveness is being
attenuated as the availability of generic substitutes dries up in the face of extended patent
protection. B.C.'s response to this erosion was to introduce a program of "refèrence pricing"
that required substitution across therapeutically equivalent chemical entities. While
apparently quite effective, this program was of limited scope. Nevertheless it bas been
bitterly attacked by the pharrnaccutical industry, and the right-wing Liberal government
elected in 2001 bas not yet made clear whether the program will survive.

The experiences in the pharmaceutical sector are of particular importance because they
illustrate starkly the direct conflict between the public objective of effective health care
efficiently provided, and the private objectives of sales and profit maximization. A number of
innovative programs have been tried; if successfül, they have been squashed by the political
influence of the industry.

Similar tensions arise in the area of health care personnel. There is a widespread
perception of current and looming future shortages of physician, nursing and some technical
personnel. The policy solution offéred by representatives of these professions bas been to
increase the incomes paid and to expand university training programs. Yet these seem to be
certainly the most costly and probably not the most effective forms of response.

Physicians
According to extensive media reporting and a growing number of physician

organizations, there is a dramatic and worsening shortage of doctors in Canada. The .perennial
problems in rural and remote arcas are allegedly getting worse, and now even Canadians in
some urban areas are encountering the same difficulties. Claims of a worldwide shortage of
physicians create an increasingly menacing backdrop.

FrSn the 1960s until the late 1980s, the supply of physicians in Canada increased at
rates well in excess of the growth in the population. This was fuelled in the early years by
rapid immigration and then later by a major expansion in medical school capacity. Medical
costs expanded in line with the increased physician supply. For the last decade, the
physician:population ratiO in Canada bas been relatively stable. This bas been associated with
increasing concerris about an impending physician shortage, and increasing agitation for
expansion by thc countrY's médical schools. Overlayed on this concern bas been considerable
publicity about Canadian physicians migrating in droves to the United States, lured by higher
incomes and more and better equipment.
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The reality is, in fact, much more complex. It would seern that a fixed training capacity
combined with a growing population must, eventually, result in a decline in the
physician:population ratio. Yet this ignores the effect of immigration. Extensive publicity is
given to out-migration, but virtually none to in-migration. But in fact Canada is now a net
gainer from the migration of physicians, and recent changes to fêderal immigration
regulations are likely to increase the flow into the country substantially (Barer and Webber,
2000). Only a sniall proportion of Canadian doctors leave the country in any one year. The
outflow actually peaked in 1978 when 873, or 3.5% of all Canadian doctors, departed and
only 192 returned (net loss = 681 or 2.7% of all physicians). In 1999, only 585 doctors left
Canada, while 343 Canadian doctors returned for a net loss of 242 or 0.4% of the physician
workforce. In addition, in 1997 (the most recent data available), almost 850 non-Canadian
physicians entered Canada either as landed immigrants with pre-arranged employment or on
"temporary" employment visas-visas that often become permanent. Meanwhile the
American market for medical services is becoming increasingly crowded.

Nevertheless, there are at least pockets of real access problems in the country. Rural and
remote régions have had problems since the inception of Canadian Medicare (and well
before), with attracting and retaining physicians. And patients in a number of urban areas are
now reporting problems with finding a general practitioner, and long delays in accessing
certain specialties. Of course, increasing médical school enrolment will not solve any of these
problems in the short run, and is unlikely to solve some of thern even over the longer tenn
(Barer and Stoddait, 1999ab). The geographical access problems persisted throughout the
décades of rapid increase in p4ysician supply that were fueled by new medical school
capacity, and the problems of access in urban areas, now emerging, are at a time when overall
physician supply in the country has never been higher -- one doctor toi every 550 Canadians
compared to one to 950 in the 1960s.

Underlying the apparent contradiction of more physicians than ever before and poorer
access is the fact that, on average, each doctor is providing less compréhensive services. In
general, fée schedules pay much more on a fec-for-time basis for procedural than for cerebral
services. Put more crudely, the health care systern pays more to, cut and prod than listen and
think and during the past 30 years, physicians have responded to that by gradually shifting
their practices away from those services that take up relatively more of their time per dollar of
reimbursement.
For example, in Ontario in the year 2000:

gastroenterologists were paid 61% more for a complete endoscopic examination of the
colon dm for a full consultation, even though the consultation might take thrée times as
long;
an ophth"ôlogist received nearly ten times as much for a cataract extraction as for a
consultation, even though the cataract procédure might take only 15 minutes; and
W, obsteffician/gynecologist was paid 26% less fer a normal delivery than for a
hysterectorny -even dmugh the delivery could take much more time and is fraught with
mwl greater potenfial fer a malpractice suit.

llw financial r«wards are even more skewed for physicians who are able to provide services
prj.vately ýeg., ophthalmologists providing laser vision correction, or. .detmatologists.
providing Ssmetic surgerý) andthe exp"on of these private markets ' drawsan increasing
proportionlôf the tirrié èf such specialists à*ay ftorn the publie sector.

Generai and fânIffly practitioners do not have thé: same opportunities to increase their
reimbummnt per wfti of time by substituting: higher- for lower-paying services; the bulk of
their income is derived froin office visits. But they can (and increasingly do) achieve the

by selecting for patients who will. ffluire. only shc« visits. The res
incr"ndifficulties inacccss fer elderly:patientg:or those with complex problems. Inurban
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areas, and in some rural communities, ever fewer family doctors provide on-call services.
Although many of these perverse incentives have existed in Canada for decades, there docs
appear to have been a recent accelerated 'flight toward quantity' (of dollars).

We sec similar trends toward limiting practice arnong specialists. For example,
obstetrician/gynecologists are dropping obstetrics. Some geriatricians spend much of their
time with younger patients because their probleins are less complicated. Until relatively
recently, most physicians did everything within their discipline including providing on-call
coverage. When doctors provided services that paid poorly (e.g., obstetrics) or not at all (e.g.,
taking a phone call from a worried patient, or phoning in a prescription refill to a local
pharmacy) they knew that there was compensation from the other parts of their practices that
paid very well. However, as doctors have gradually restricted their practices, the financial
inequities within medicine have become magnified. One family practitioner doing everything
by the book (e.g., hospital care, home visits, etc.) could work very hard 60-70 hours per week
and have a net (after expenses, before taxes) income of less than $100,000. Another family
practitioner working only 40 hours per week in a "revolving door" practice might have a net
income of over $200,000.

In short, with supply of physicians in Canada sitting at an all-time high, it is difficult
to believe that a shortage of physicians lies behind the current claims of overall shortage.
There are undoubtedly some specialties and some regions facing shortages that can only bc
addressed with increases in local supply. However, the flexibility provided to physicians by
the open-ended fée-for-service reimbursement system appears to lie behind many of the
current access problems. The solutions must surely lie, at least in part, in making more.
effective use of the extensive physician resources currently available, rather than producing
ever more physicians for an environment which encourages them to concentrate on a narrow
range of profitable services and patients.

Nurses
Nursing personnel are generally perceived also to bc in very short supply all across

Canada, and indeed in a number of other countries. Access to hospital-based services appears
compromised by staff shortages or work actions in a number of provinces as this is being
written. Yet the use of hospital inpatient care has been dropping steadily; in the thirty years
since the inception of Medicare acute patient days per capita are down by roughly two-thirds.9
The patients now in hospital beds are accordingly now (on average) in significantly greater
need of nursing care but the total workload is clearly much lower, making the apparent
shortage all the more puzzling.

The field of nursing personnel is much less well mapped in Canada than that of
physician supply, and it is hard to be sure of the sources of this particular "crisis". Its roots
may lie, for example, in much broader social changes in the role of women in the workforce.
A generation ago, nursing was One of the relatively few occupations for respectable young
women prior to marriage; few made it a lifetime carcer. The workforce was young, fit, and
low-paid. Today a much older-nursing workforce is closer to the top of pay and benefits
scales, including vacation and disability time, all tending to raise the wages per hour worked
while lowering the average hours worked per nurse employed. At the sarne time the vast
expansion in career opportUnities for women has made recruitment much more competitive.

In addition, however, Personnel policies within Canada have probably contributed
significantly to the pres.ent problerns. Most obviously, the continuing pressure by

This decline is a comquence of "innovations" in hospital-based practice, particularly shortening stays and
rmrh greater use of day care =gery and niedical clinics. But these innovations date from the late 1960s and
carly 1970s; their widespread adoption had to wait for severe financial pressures (and perhaps a new generation
of physicians).
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professional nursing associations to require a baccalaureate degree for entry to practice has

clearly made the training process much more expensive for students and educational

institutions alike. On balance this would tend to reduce both the rate of applications and the

number of training places available. (If non-BScN nurses return for further qualification, as

some have, this finther reduces the effective supply.) This policy has never been justified by

evidence of benefit in terms of patient outcomes, but it has undoubtedly achieved other

objectives related to professional prestige, influence and incomes.

Provincial goverrirrients have also failed to establish forward-looking personnel

policies. Nurse hiring by hospitals has been "stop-and-go", driven by fluctuating provincial

budgetary policies. The present shortage was preceded by a time when nurses could not find

jobs. And post-secondary educational prograins are the responsibility of Ministries other than

Health, making difficult the co-ordination of training capacities and needs.

Whatever the failures of public and private policy, however, they do not appear to

der-ive from. the particular financing structure of Canada's Medicare system. The international

nature of the problern carries the saine message. Equally clear, if the shortage is national or

international, then efforts by individual provinces to deal with their problems by raising

wages will be ineffectual, serving only to drive up the general level of nursing wages (and

absorb the new public ffioney now flowing as increased incomes, not increased services).

Equally certainly, this will be, and is, the response stridently advocated by nursing unions and

other representatives.
The logical approach is two-fold, to increase the capacity of training programs for

registered nurses outside the university setting, and to expand the use of licensed practical

nurses (LPNs, less highly trained than registered nurses, RNs) in the hospital setting. The

latter was recommended by a recent joint report of the Health Employers' Association of B.C.

(representing hospitals) and the Hospital Employees' Union (representing LPNs) on ways of

dealing with the shortage of nursing services. But both run directly couriter to the objectives

and lobbying activities of the professional nursing associations, whose objective is, as far as

possible, to replace both LPNs and non-university RNs with at least university trained BScNs

and in sonie cases with Master's degree personnel,
of course, this tendency for more highly trained, higher priced personnel to, replace

those with fewer qualifications, regardless of the need for their extra capabilities, is not

exclusive to nursing. It sceins to be general across all health care systerns. In medicine it

shows up as the replacement of general/family practitioners by specialists - as in both the
66 capitalist', American and "socialist" Swedish health care systems, unless (as in Canada and

the U.K.) very specifie masures, both administrative and financial, are established to protect

the generalists' '%ur.
Similarly, despite decades of research dernonstrating that many:of the activitiés of

physicians are well within the competence of suitably trained nurses, and widespread

deployment in the United States, the nurse practitioner has nutde little or ne hcadway in

Canada (see below). Opponents are now arguing that it makes little sense to try to alleviate a

physician shortage with nurse practitioners when nurses thernselves are in even shorter

supply. But this ncglects the fact that the nurse practitioner in primary cam is a very, différent

career from that of hospital nursing, and may attract people who would not have been

recruitedlatnoreUu"onalnursingroles. Ibis seerns to:be what bas happened inthe United

statm

odier Personnd.
Slwrtagu of nurm and physicians,:appamnt or rW, derninate the headlines. But

simiW problem.:of access associated with inappropriate use of pemnnel ernerge in other

occupations as well. Therapeutic radiology has bcS a: continuing hot spot in Canada, with
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long waits for treatment and diversion of patients to American centres for urgent treatment.
The public are told of a shortage of technicians, but note that at least in some jurisdictions in
Canada, equipment is operated by two technicians simultaneously, cach performing the saine
functions, so as to avoid error. But in the U.S., one technician does the work - and there is
simply no evidence, one way or another, as to whether the U.S. approach is dangerous, or the
Canadian simply wasteful (H. Walker, personal communication, March 2001). Treatment
protocols vary froin oncologist to oncologist, some using far more machine time than others,
for the same problem. Again there is no evidence of différential outcome, suggesting the
potential for significant improvernents in throughput. But choice of protocol is a professional
prerogative, and does not have to be justified by evidence. And management, probably
wiscly, chooscs to bewail the inadequacy of public funding rather than to challenge the
prerogatives of physicians - or the policies of unions.

How far these examples of costs without benefit could be multiplied throughout the
health care systern is simply unknown. They appear to account for a very large part of the
escalation of drug costs, and offer considerable opportunities for improvements in
productivity and access. But they are all readily explicable in terins of the interests of
particular people and groups within that systern - "entrenched, change-averse" (Christensen et
al., loc cit.) When innovative approaches emerge, they are either "walled off', and do not
generalize, or actively suppressed as in the case of pharmaceuticals.

Access to Care in Rural and Remote Regions
Canada, like many other countries, continues to struggle with the challenge of providing

access to quality health care in rural areas. Unlike most others, however, it must find ways of

addressing its fundamental human geography -- vast areas of sparsely populated territory

combined with a number of urban centres strung in a thin band along the Canada-U.S. border.

'Mis make the challenge of ensuring reasonable access to health care services for all residents

quite différent from that faced in more densely populated countries such as the UK and Japan,
The barriers to recruitment and retention of physicians in underserviced communities are

well known to analysts and policy-makers concerried about physician supply issues. They
include:

lack of adequate training for the unique circumstances associated with practicing medicine

in rural environments;
remuneration issues;
oncrous on-call duties and, more generally, heavy workload leading to burnout;

professional isolation;
lack of spousal employment opportuffities;

limited educational and extracurricular opportunities for children;

severe climate;
limited recreational and cUltural opportunities;
distance from family, friends (Chan and Barer, 2000).

For many of these key barriers, developing effective policy responses is difficult. if not

impossible, in Canada as elsewhere. Education, recruitment practices, practice opportunîties

and support facilities, working conditions, and financial support are all "modifiable factors"

(Rourke, 1993). Finding effective ways of addressing the spousal and family concerns

remains a more daunting çhallenge. Furthermore, some modifiable factors, particularlY
medical school and residency training, may, as noted above, have less effect than is olften

pmumed, or hoped (Rabinowitz and Ratu=, 1997; Xu et al., 1997),
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All provinces in Canada have a long history of developing policies, sometimes

uncoordinated, aimed at changing the geographic distribution of physicians. Many regions

have had a variety of initiatives in place for decades, with questionable success.

Table 1 provides a highly summanzed overview of policies at the time of a recent survey

(Barer, Wood and Schneider, 1999).1() The approaches have been grouped for expository

convenience into six generic clusters:

regulatory/administrative
funding/payment
education-related funding

education/training
market-based
other (including communication technology).

in practice, these clusters are highly interdependent and overlapping. For example, many

financial incentives are rooted in enabling legislation, but are classified within both

regulatory/administrative and funding/payment clusters. And many of the education/training-

related initiatives, which fall within both the funding/payment and the education/training

clusters, include financial incentives to medical students and residents.

Provinces and territories are experimenting with a wide range of différent policies.

This is illustrated by the number of rows with at least onew"', each such row representing a

différent: lever being attempted somewhere in the country. Most provinces/territories
currently employ policies from more than one of the generic clusters. A few of the rows in

the table,, however, contain no v". They are included because they are used in other countries

and there is no practical reason why such policies could not be tried in Canada.

Financial incentives appear to be the predominant policy instrument. The

fanding/payment cluster has the largest number of rows, and many of these rows have Y"

marks in mest, if not all jurisdictions. Particularly noteworthy here are the number of

jurisdictions that were offéring: a) either subsidized incomes or guaranteed minimum income
contracts for physicians practicing in rural/remote/isolated areas; b) "retmm-of-service"

practice bonuses and grants;, c) funded rural area locum tenens programs; d) specific fanding

for rural area on-call coverage; e) student loans, grants and bursaries tied to "return-of-
service" committrients; and f) funding 10 allow rural/remote physicians to take advantage of

coùtinuùýg education/skills upgrading opportunities. While a number of policies are based on

alternative methods of payment (e.g. salaried or contract positions, non-fée-payments: for on-

call), many of the more-widespread fianding/paymentînitiatives intended to improve access to

care in rural or remote areas are still tied to fe,---foÉ-'service reirribursement (widi all its

attendant problems; see above). A more recent push, not yet reflectýd in the table'for môst

jurisdicfions, appears Io be additional monies, for specialists' on-call time in these

communities.
Despite their widespread deployment, questions remain about the effectiveness of

financially-based initiatives in Canada. For example, the general experience of provinces

providing return-of-service-tied grants, loans and bursaries to students and residents is that the

recipients often buy their way out of the service commitment (although some provinces

appew to have been more successU than others). Even when recipients complete their terms,

these initiatives have limited effect on longer-tenn retention. This largely mirrors the

Arnerican experience with the National Hcalth Services Corps.

10 A inore detaiW description of the policies in place in each province in Canada as of 1999 cari be found in

this docurnent.
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Table 1: Contemporary rovincial/Territorial Policy Approaches
1 B.C. Alta. Sask. Man. Ont. Que. 1 N.B. 1 N.S. 1 P.E.1 Nild. Yuk.

Regulatory/
Administrative
Billing numbers

Provincial medical
license tied to retUrn Of
service in rural area
Foreign medical
Graduates vAth
restrictions on practice
oca on

na fing legislation for
manded role physician
extenders/nurses
Direct Funding -
prgctJce-related

u sidized income or
guaranteed minimum
incorne contract

Différen tial fées -bonus
for practice in under- Ve,
serviced region
Différential fées - pro-
ration for practi ce in VI'
over-serviced region

-FaWe-dand ether
.altemate paynient' V4,
positions
ý ts/boaus tiod to VIe ve, VI' V/
re= Of service

Spceial travel Iwo,, voe V/ V/' V4,
anowances for rural
practicC
Special p-ganitfunding q>/
for locum support
Assistance wilh practicc VI'
eMblishment costs

Financial support for VI, IWI/
vacation (paid time Off)
Special on-call VI'
payments for specialists

_§peç,I on-c.R VI Vol'
payments for emergency

j*wt Fanding -
Education Related

Undergraduate/post-
gmduate, student V/ i0oe Voe
lmwvanwbumry
with retum of service
SPCÇW fîmding or Icans
for residency and V/ voe voe 'VI, vol VI VI Vo,
specialty skiRs
denloprnent 1

---§pëcW travd allowance

for students to get Io VIe voe
mmm PlacIcemis e, :; : 1 . : . . -

zmidencicg

Anancial suppffl
mediow



B.C. Aita. Sask Man. Ont Que. N.B. N.S. P.El Nfld. Yuk- N.W.T.

Education/Training

Rural training/exposure v, V'-
for undergraduates
Rural placements/
teaching units in
association with a rural
practice residency or
specialty
Special (re-entry) access
to residency and/or new
specialty skills
development
Special recruitment
policies/cTiteria 

for newundergraduate medical
students, e.g. aboriginals,
rural
Special rucruitment
policies/criteria for y"
graduate level residency
training
Development of
continuing education
capacity using ncw
communication
technologies
Promotion of rural Ive,
practice in mcdical
sçhoels
Nurse practitioner or 'V, VI' vle
similar program
Market-band Initiatives

Rccruitment faim/tours V/

Allow locally raised
funds to directly support
provision of physicien Iv/
services (c.e housing
subsidy etc.)
other Initiatives

Funding for new rmote
diagnostic technologies v/ %0111 V4, V/
c. . Tele-radiolegy etc.
Spousal Support
Initiatives
Education Support for
Children (c.g. boarding
school for older children

r etcP h-,ysician Resoui cciii 1
c«Unatur IL-F

But there have been some successes. Small communities such as Beechy and Kyle in
Saskatchewan, and Marathon in Ontario, have found innovative, but quite différent ways of
recruiting and retaining physicians (Chan and Barer, 2000; Rachlis et al., 2001). The
solution in the former has been to build around a group of advanced practice nurses. In
Marathon, an innovative non-fée-for-service funding model, and superb community suPPOrt,
were able to attract a number of new physicians to the community.

of course geography is not the only dimension across which one finds marked

disparities in access (Health Canada, 2000). Little has been done in Canada to address these

issues. Some approaches to improving access for other sub-populations are likely to overlap
those intended to address geographic disparities (e.g. education/training initiatives focused en
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attracting medical school applicants froin rural communities). But some of these populations

represent challenges that will not be addressed effectively by any of the policies designed to
address geographic distribution issues. For example, training-based initiatives to increase
awareness of, and the special probleins faced by, marginalized populations, may be a key to

improved access. In this respect, acadernic health centres across the country will need to take

on more of a leadership role as part of their embracing of a broader "social responsibility" or
46meeting needs" agenda.

Emerging Issues
The recently heightened concerris among Canadians' regarding access to care,

however, go far beyond the problems, of rural/remote communities (where, as we noted above,
such problerris have existed for decades). Nor do they arise only from perceptions of the

effects of cost-cutting on access to a family practitioner, or timely access to surgery or
specialist care. They are also a reaction to the growing spectre of the re-emergence of

financial barriers to, accessing care. Recent initiatives in Alberta (Evans et al., 2000) and
rhetorie in Ontario (McCarthy and Chase, 2001; MackÀe, 2001) suggest a new willingness, at
least among politicians, to take on the sacred Canadian trust of Medicare.

The arguments tend to be couched in language about the public system not being able
to afford to provide all necessary care, or the private systerri providing efficiencies not
available in the publie. Each of these can be shown to be unsupported by evidence (Evans et
al., 2000), but evidence plays no part in these discussions. They are motivated by a
conservative "smaller goverriment tax cuts" agenda that is being strongly influenced by
forces south of the border. Since health care represents a major share of all provinces'

budgets (in the range of 35-45%, and rising in most jurisdictions), publicly financed health
me stands squarely in the way of any significant tax eut agenda. if some components of the
heaith care budget cari be shifted "off-line", and onto private pockets, then goverriments have
more scope for tax cuts.

But there are other, less well-understood, forces at play here. They may not be of
concern to those committed ideologically or for reasons of personal economic interest, to the

belief thàt Private bealth care is by definition a "good thingl'. But they should, be of
mcreasmg concerri to ordinary Canadians ah-eady fussing about access to care, Both the
North. Amerimi Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)ý and the General AgrSrnent on Trade in
Services (GATS) of the World:Trade Organization have as their over-riding objective the
removai of all barriers to international ùude in goods and services in.anyform, including
health care sep-Wees, and correspondingly thereduction in:,the jurisdiction and powers of

governments. NAFTA "irreversibly protect[s] the ft=d. t&w" priv*e health cm, while

eroding the ability of govemments to reverse this tmnd." (Appleton, 1999). Member

goverijinents are permined to reserve certain sectors of their socicty from. its provisions, and

preserve tbeir scope in these. policy arenas, and Canada has donc so with respect to &&hWthee.
But the language of this reservation is far from alcar." TheCamdmgovmmentfavoursa
broad ù*rmtaüon of the tertns "social service' and "public purpose", thus ensuri'ng a

continued wide scope for Publie PolicY. But as. -of .1995 the U.S. Office of the, Trade
Represmtative -1ýIlhold] ilia where comm«ciaIý services existed, that sectot no lofflr
constituted a social service for a publie purpom" (ibid. p.96).

Two major points emerge from the NAFTA that are reiterated and reinforced in the

GATS. First, ail sectors that are not explicitly and eexclusively rcserved for public acüS, are

'X! the'relevmft ca .nàfflàh re#&ýàýèh reaèW ý'ýCùna& ràý : thé rigM to miopt « ftzilitâin aùy ftmgSe wfth

respect to the provision of,..the following setices to the extent that dzy are social services established or

r£aintainedfor a public purpose- inco= security or m"xnceý tociat meurity or imrance, social welfare, publie

education, public tmffiùl& 1 hea11]ý aM child caWl (NAFTA, ann. 11-C-9 as quot:ed iu Appleton, 1999, p. 9-5).
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to be open to international trade and to intrusion by commercial interests, if not immediately

then as soon as possible. Signatories bind themselves to accept this objective. Under Article

19 of the GATS, member countries are expected to pursue "a progressively higher level of

liberalization" in any service sector involving a mix of public and private ownership.

Governinents that fail to do so, perhaps because of strong opposition, democratically

expressed, will expose their countries to economic sanctions until that contrary popular will is

broken. In a 1998 background note (WTO, 1998, as quoted in Sanger, 2001) the World Trade

Organization Secretariat gave their interpretation of GATS to imply that countries where the

hospital sector is a mix of public and private ownership, or where there is private insurance or
12

user fées, cannot argue for exemption under Article 1.3.
Second, this opening is a one way process. Once an Article 1.3 exemption is

withdrawn. it is unclear whether or how it could ever be restored. In any case for Canada,

NAFTA is clearer. If a government chooses to enter a new field of activity, or return to one

previously vacated, it incurs potentially prohibitive penalties in the forin of compensation to

any commercial interest that can claim lost business opportunities (Appleton, 1999). Once

the dike is breached, it becomes financially impractical to get the water back onto, the other

side.
And since Canada, not any individual province, is signatory to the GATS, under WTO

rules the failure by a province to meet the conditions of the Article 1.3 exemption would be

interpreted as a Canadian failure, and would in aU likelihood open all of Canada to foreign

corporate competition. in the sector in which the 'violation' had occurred. The fact that the

Govemment of Canada may thus have signed away authority it does not possess, authority

that by the Constitution is assigned to the provinces, is of no interest to the WTO.

Here, as everywhere in the "Brave New Worle' of international trade agreements,

what is most clear is that nothing is clear. As Appleton points out, disputes will have to be

resolved by various tribunals applying international, not domestic, law, and until the case law

has emerged from this process, the outcomes are impossible to predict. International law does

not even define terms like "social services" and "public purpose".
What is certain, however, is that no province that permits private financing in areas of

health care currently covered under the ternis and conditions governing Canadian Medicare,

can know, let alone control, the sequelae. The recent enactment of legislation in Alberta to

permit private hospitals to provide:overnight stay care, clearly expands the scope of private

provision of heaith care, by corporate entities that have international links (Taft and Steward,

2000). Whether or not that legislation will initiate a NAFTA or WTO claim from corporate

interests in the U.S. (or elsewhere for that matter), is impossible to know at this point. But it

certainly raises the probability, and (at least in the case of the WTO) for all of Canada. The

genie that may be let out of the bottle is not one whose behaviour anyone can predict.

Whatever assurances inay be given about the limited and controllable effects, of Alberta's

initiative, there is no way for anyone to know whether they can be backed up. When the

Alberta government's web site (http-//www.health.gov.ab.ca/healthprotection/questions.htm)
responds to questions about NAFTA vulncrability with -Absolutely nof', their confidence is

absolutély baseless. On the international trade stage, Alberta is not even a player. And so

Canadians already conCCMed. about access may have reason to be paranoid, and to be wary of

-globalizatioW, more generally.

Future ProMecb
The Canadian Medicare systern has succeeded in its primary objective, of rernoving all

ftmcial barriers to access tO hospital and medical care and spreading the burden of payment

12 TtM Ar&le ex=Pts &69Dýýt mvi=g" fi0m other ProvisioS of the GATS. A "govemment service"Ïs
sMphed n&ther on a oomnxwial basis, nor in compefition with Sz or n=e amice mMliom"
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equitably across the population according to ability to pay. This has significantly equalized

access to care across socio-economic classes, but equalization of access to care has not led to

equalization of health status. There arc also remaining différences in access related to factors

other than ability to pay, such as geographic isolation, and these remain matters of public

concern. Interestingly, however, différences in access, or at least use of services, do not

appear to be correlated with différences in health outcome, yet it is the former, rather than the

latter that are matters of continuing public concern.
The Canadian financing system has also turned. out to be relatively efficient, at least in

a North American context. It embodies powerful mechanisms for cost control, providing that

there is the political will and capacity to use them. As noted above, prior to the universal, first

dollar coverage of physicians' services in the late 1960s, costs in Canada (as in many other

OECD countries) were escalating at about the same rate, relative to national income, as in the

United States. Universal publie coverage was associated with an abrupt flattening of this

trend, and the emergence of a widening gap between Canada and the United States, which

now amounts to, some four percentage points of GDP. Most other OECD countries developed

their own cost control mechanisms at différent times during the 1970s, however, so the

canadian experience was not unique, except insofar as it was achieved in a systern and a
Society so similar to, and so heavily influenced by, the United States. While far more

efficient, and less costly, than in the United States, health care in Canada is relatively

expensive in world ternis - in the same range as France or Germany, and much above Japan

or the UK.
Not surprisingly, Canada's Medicare has been extremely popular, and strongly

supported, by the Canadian people over most of its life. Until very recently, its opponents

have judged it politically unwise, - suicidai, - to launch direct attacks. Rather they have

advocated various "improvements" or "reforms" designed to undermine its cost control
capacity and/or to provide prefèrential. access for those with greater ability to pay, while

reducing'their share of the burden of total costs.
Starting in the early 1980s, however, Canada7s overall economic performance

deterjorated markedly. Federal and provincial governments began to run growing deficits,
leading tô, unsustainable growth in public debt. By the early 1990s these debts had reached
crisis proportions, and ail govemments beganto impose significant cuts on publie spending.
These have been very successfül in restoring fiscal health, but their impact on the hcalth care

secte has been severe.
There seems little:doubt that access to particular services has been significandy

impaired, though the nature and extent of such problems is difficult to, discem amid the
stridelû rhetoric from providere-whose distress is ail too evident. In this atmosphere those
,,ý,ho:,stand to profit handsomly ftora wrecking Medicare have been much tmbotdened, and
have jùcmased, their attacks. Large increases in public funding over the last five years have

not served to restore publie confidence, and have instead alarmed finance ministries who are
now arguing that medicare is -unsÜstainable" - in effect that more of the costs of care should.

be transférred from public to private budgets, from. the wealthy to the sick.
This capsule history provides virtually a textbook illustration of Homer-Dixon's

analysis of intra-societal conflict, recently summarized in The lna=uË-Qap (Homer-Dixon,

2000). The progress of human societies is marked by the continuai emergence of more or less

severe problems that threaten their well-being, their continued progress, or even their survival.

Meeting these ü=ats depends upon their ability to mobilize ingenuity, in the form. of both

physical technology but even more importantly as institutional. adaptation, to, meet or

surmount these challenges. So, in the organization and management of health care, Canada

like other societies faces the challenge of developing and adapting our institutions so as to



provide our populations with the services that meet their needs, at an acceptable overall cost -
to do the right things, and to do them right - in a continually changing environment.

But societal fragmentation poses a serious threat to the mobilization of ingenuity.
Under stress, cleavages may open up between conflicting social interests. Ingenuity becomes
diverted from addressing the shared social problems, into strategies for capturing a larger
share of the threatened social resources, and ensuring that others bear the costs of adaptation
or of scarcity. Such internal conflict not only diverts the inevitably scarce supply of human
ingenuity, but is itself resource-using, increasing the severity of whatever challenges must be
met.

Again, we are seeing precisely this process at work in Canada. Ingenious new
approaches are being developed; changes in organization and management are known that
could improve the efficiency and the effectiveness of health care delivery (Rachlis et al.,
2001). But these are either not taken up, or if introduced do not spread. In the pharmaceutical
case successfal innovations that threatened to spread have been stifled by the commercial
interests that they threatened. Innovative uses of personnel, and more effective uses of
equipment and facilities, have been impeded or blocked by unions and professional
associations, and by the resistance of individuals, as threats to incornes and/or professional,
prerogatives and ambitions. The political energy and leadership required to push them
through has been diverted by ancient struggles over who pays what share of the bill - the
endless "public/private financing" debates. These are typically dressed up as questions of
relative efficiency and effectiveness - economists are particularly helpfial for this fonn of
deception. In reality the advocates of private financing are seeking either to increase the flow
of fands into health care - and incomes out - or to increase the share of benefits received, and
reduce the share of costs borne, by those with greater ability to pay and better health status.
Or both.

Homer-Dixon and his colleagues have found that in countries without dernocratic
govemment, and with significant ethnic or religious différences, the cleavages opened by
increasing enviromnental stress, and the failure to mobilize a sufficiently ingenious response,
lead to endemic communal warfare -- intra- rather than inter-state. In democratic countries
they lead to major shifts in government philosophy. There are certainly signs of the latter in
Canada at present. It may well be that Canada's Medicare wili be one of the casualties in
what appears to, be an increasingly open struggle between those tz-ying to maintain the very
substantial redistributive programs - financial and non-financial - operated by governm s,
and those who seck to, dismantle thern in favour of greater inequality of both incomes and life
chances.

The issue is still much in doubt, and it is by no means unique to, Canada What is
certain is that this conflict is diverting a considerable amount of ingenuity away frova, as well
as blocking, potential innovations in the provision of health care - exactly as Homer-Dixon's
analysis prefficts.
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Japan and Canada are two of the most advanced market economy countries in the

world and important neighbors across the Pacific. However, their health care policies are

rarely compared. In Japan, the health care systems of Germany, France, UK and US have

enthusiastically been studied not only among acadernics but also among policymakers. There

is an extensive literature written in Japanese on the health care systems in those countries. On

the other hand, Canada and Italy are exceptionally ignored G-7 countries in health care study

in japan. It is curious that information on health care in such an important country as Canada

is not widespread in Japan. 1 am afraid that the reverse is basically the same in Canada.
in this essay, 1 will briefly sketch the current health care systerris in both countries and

pro-vide an overview of some current policy issues. There are many fcatures in common as
weil as diffèrences in their health cm systems. Such comparative studies in these two
impormnt market econornics will be useful not only fbr academics but also for policymakers

in considering the future health care reforms. 1 hope this brief essay will contribute to the
development of comparative healtà care study in ffie two, countries.

1. MajorHealth Data

In order to compare the heakh me gystems in. Japan and Canada, 1 will examine in

chapter major health stàtistics of both 1 countrimý Lwill uselhe Organisation for Econoiffie

Co-operation and Demlopffieht (OECD) Heolth Data (1), Aldmgh it has sme:problem

and limitations, it clearly provides one of the most useful internationally comparative health

databases. Taking into acceunt technical difficulties in international comparison, the

follewing stabsticg should be: read as providing.a egeneral ýoutlint of the, charactehàtic& of the

health Sre in the two counties rather than providing in-depth comparative information.

ihows.:feiüal6ýandl'inalý life expectaÉcy at, bh* intùajor OECD!-wuhtries. In

1997,. japaft hM thé highest for boffil ftien 0?A:years)ý. and women (83.8 years) . Cihada also

long lifé..:eXPMtémyý:..tiwlY w«,ý with' 75.8 ytes ýffir men; aùd 8 It.4ý:yem for

wS#en.. Bath Jaffland:Cmada are akeady.'ý,Iùng life qýsociety«2).
ablé. rates in- the Saine OECD ý'côunUiM hq= hae the

T '2 ih6ws inf nIOlftMiIY:

lowest îrate, after, svîeden. Canadahas attained the average level in the. OECD coqàftries, which

ix>iow«,than thoise ia the United States: andi the Unk-ed Kingdom.-



The relationship between health care expenditures and economy is illustrated in Figure

1. Per capita GDP in each OECD country is measured along the horizontal axis in Figure 1.

The vertical axis measures per capita health expenditures in each country. Figure 1 shows a

well-known relationship that suggests that per capita health expenditures are determined

partly by per capita GDP (3). In this Figure, Japan and Canada stand on each side of the trend

line. According to OECD, health expenditures as a percentage of GDP in 1998 were 7.5% for

Japan and 9.3% for Canada. In Canada they were at 7.3% in 1981. Therefore, the current

situation in Japan can be said to correspond to Canada's situation in the 1980s, at Icast for the

level of health care expenditures as a percentage of GDP.

Finally, health care supply data are shown in the following three Tables. In health

economics, the quantity of health care supply is determined by basic inputs such as capital

and labor through production fânetion. The first two Tables show the number of inpatient

beds representing capital and the last Table shows the number of doctors and nurses

representing labor. First, Table 3 shows the number of total inpatient beds per 1,000

population in major OECD countries. Canada has very few inpatient beds per population after

the United States, while Japan has exceptionally many (4). European countries with social

health insurance like France and Germany are in the middle. The différence between Japan

and Canada has increased since 1960. As Table 4 shows, the number of total inpatient beds

per 1,000 population was 9.0 for Japan and 6.2 for Canada in 1960. Since then the number of

total inpatient beds per population in Japan has continuously increased, while that in Canada

has decreased particularly rapidly in the 1990s.

Second, Table 5 shows the number of practicing physicians and nurses per 1,000

population in the same OECD countries. Japan and Canada are almost at the same level in

these statistics. Since the definition and work of medical professionals differ according to

countries, simple international comparisons should not be made. For example, in Japen, the

percentage of practical nurses compared to the total number of nurses is high and the medical

acts by nurses are strictly limited. However, at least, according to OECD data, the labor

supply of medical profmionaIs in Japan and Canada is almost at the sarne level, smaller than

in the United States and C=n=Y, but larger than in the United Kingdem.

2. General View of the HeWth Care SY$tems

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) [2000], the health care systems

both in Japan and Canada are highly rated in the world. In the ranking of overall goal

attainment, includingIevel of population health, health system, responsiveness and fairness in

financial contribution, JaPan Mnks first and Canada ranks 7th among 191 countries. As for: the

overall health SYS= Perfmm=e,, JaPau Tanks 10th and Canada Tanks 30th. There is much

discussion about the selectiOn Of PerfOrmance indicators to nimure health systems in each

country and the ObjectivitY Of ranking in tbe WHO assessment. However, relatively speaking,

Japan and Canada no dOubt have twO Of the Most highly rated health care systems in the
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world. In all nine performance indicators and composite ones used by the WHO report, both

Japan and Canada show good performance.

The categorization of welfare states, Esping-Andersen [1990], provides a classic

framework of three types of welfare capitalism : liberal, corporatist and social democratie.

Canada is classified in the liberal category, which consists of Anglo-American countries like

thes United States, the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand. Japan does not seemn to

belong to any single category and is called a "hybrid" type. Esping-Andersen's categorization

itéidif aises any questions. In particular, health care seems to be problematic. It is not

eetraincing to classify the heakth care systems in Canada, the United States and the United

Kingdr into the same liberal type category. There is much difference in coverage, funding,
delveirand exenditures level of health care among these colmtries.

A hypothetical classification of heath care systems i the major OECD countries is

proposedin F igre rder to makea cilesr egmparison of health care systems between

Japan and Caada. The perentage of pblic healtheare coverage over the total population is
mesurduaogg thadriontal axi from 100% (the United Kingdom Canda and Japan) to
46 % (the United States). n this coordinate axis, the left represents a more "public" character
and the right represents a more "private" one

The funding systemn is divided into three categories: general tax, social insurance and

private insurance. TheUnited Kingdom and Canada have adopted general tax systemn for
finanidg health caeexpenditures. Gemany and raem are typical social insuranca type
systerns nastly financed by social insuaecostributionn Japanhas a mixed funding systemn
of soisal nance and general tax. As showsain Anned igune 3, th shareof social imsurane

conibuion i the ttal health care costs in apaa is less dusyd60% and the shareof subeies
by: oh centralanddlocal govemnmentýexceeds 3%. Onthe>otherhand, the Netherlands hs a
mhixed systen of sdoc nsurne and private isunane inwhidh, he formear tis larger r(5).
Tlheied States has adopted basically a private heulth insesstemn while it has public

healthucssessYstenIS for: ds-ifi popuations such asdte elderly disahted andlow-iscore
farnlisthdughMeditaammaad Medicaid. a a a

Finally hithe service deliverystemd is lasifediito A) national health serie

and B) med iM elivm: s9stemln-Teforer isa public hcaekh-care servicedelivety system
umged: byPublik hiadlthgoridies: sneh as the NHS (National alth&, ervice the United

Kinsdoe.she late sJm esumofpubliciand privatiprovelers in which teweof genea

pacfterd s i. rim iekà yarticudary iportat. Cnada ad a pan ceadty belong to

ts ly«g« {ágQTh aodian health car6 systenms otted deseribed as "pablicly fanded

Mnd gut &Iîytrl.Thremis ra"kas bsicistiy aplies o teJapanese .health mäe

syto,4lgegasublie fnding Mte indîfdantedronithe Canadan one. Inconclusion,

Japaang Canada seem to have rather sàimer health care systems in comparison with other
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3. Recent Health Expenditures Trends

Table 6 shows the total health care expenditures and GDP growth trends in major

OECD countries. Several interesting féatures are found in statistics about Japan and Canada in

the four decades since 1960 shown in the Table.

First, the hcalth care expenditures in Japan increased much more rapidly than GDP

during the 1960s and 70s. This relative growth rate of health care expenditures was higher

than the OECD average. But it was not far from the general OECD trends during the 1960s

and 70s. Through the relatively 4igh economic growth periods of the 1960s and 70s, health

care expenditures also grew very rapidly in Japan. This contrasts with the Canadian

experience in the same periods. The health care expenditures in Canada showed relatively low

growth in the 1960s and almost kept pace with GDP in the 1970s. Taking into account the fact

that both countries introduced universal coverage into their health care system during; those

periods (Japan in 1961 and Canada in 1972), this contrast seems very interesting (6).

Second, such trends considerably changed in the 1980s and 90s. In Japan, health care

expenditures grew more slowly than GDP and its percentage of GDP decreased in the 1980s.

This contrasts with the OECD average trends in health care expenditures, which still

continued to grow faster dm GDP in the same period, although the pace of growth

substantially slowed down. However, this situation reversed in the 1990s. Health care

expenditures in Japan began to grow again faster than GDP, and its percentage of GDP

rapidly increased (7). This again contrasts with the OECD trends as a whole, which followed

almost the sarne tendency in the 1980s. Such changes in trends of health care expenditures in

Japan during the 1980s and 90s constitute the basic background of the deterioration of publie

health insurance finance and the resulting discussion about health care reform these days. This

scems to be similar to the German experience during the same periods. On the other hand,

Canada has experienced just the opposite trends in health care and econorny. In Canada,

health care expenditures relative to GDP grew faster than in other OECD countries except for

the United States in the 1980s. This reversed in the 1990s. Canada has seemed to control

health care expenditures, keeping pace with economic growth at least until 1997.

Third, as a result the percentage of health care expenditures in GDP in Japan

increased from 3.eo in 1960 to 7.40/a in 1997, almost a two-and-half-fold increase. The same

figure in the OECD as a whole grew from 3.8% to 7.6% (twofold) during the same period.

japan experienced a little higher growth in health eue relative to econorny than the OECD

average. Canada, on the other hand, recorded 5.4% in 1960 and 9.0% in 1997, resulting in a

httle lower growth dm the OF-CD average. Canada ranked first or second at the beginning of

the 19605 and ranked fifth in 1997 in its spending on health care as a shm of its GDP-
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4. Recent Reform Discussions

In February 2002, the Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada created by

Prime Minister Jean Chrétien submitted an interim report titied "Shape the Future of Health

Care". The objective of the Commission is to undertake a dialogue with Canadians on the

future of Canada's public health care system. and to recommend policies and measures

required to ensure over the long term the sustainability of a universally accessible, publicly

funded health system. The work of the Commission is conducted in two stages, the first

focusing on fact-finding, resulting in the interim report, and the second emphasizing dialogue

with the Canadian publie and interested stakeholders based on the interim report (8). The

final report, based on the interim report and the work conducted in the stage two, with

recommendations is to be submitted on or about November 2002.

1 . in Japan, sweeping health care reforms have been discussed since 1997, when co-

insurance of salaried perso'ns in publie health. insurance schemes was raised from 10% to 20%

of the total health care costs. The growth of health care expenditures in Japan exceeded that of

GDP in the 1990s as shown in Table 6 and financial difficulties of the public health insurance

schemes have worsened. Traditional cost containment measures such as raising co-insurance

rates are not enough for the long-term stability and sustainability of the schemes. Ministry of

Health, Labor and Welfare (9) issued a report in March 2001 and made public its views over

the health care reforms. The report was based on the policy discussions in several government

Conneils including former Heaith Insurance and Welfare Council, in which not only schoL-irs

and experts but also stakeholders participated. It explains the present status and issues of

heaith care and health care system, in Japan and Provides the, points of view for health care

reforms, ýfocusing on the health care system for the elderly (10).

Canadian interiraxeport addresses four key thernes:

1.ý Canadian values and how they art and should be reflected in the Canada Health Act,

2. SustainabilitY and ýftmding;

3. Quality and access; and

4ý Loadenhip, cotIab"Oný and respoMibiliIyý

Thrse fow themesare relévantto the hcalth careTcfbrný inJapan. In the following part

Of <tlli&ý. chaptez, 1 will; compare the reczent heaâh care: refonn discussions in. Japan and: in

Canada according to, the fdür -thenwg..

-st. the, Canada Health,Àct,.The present Act.lm fumus five principles.>.

public Administration >

2,iiC>OÙIPmhensivcnt$s...

.4. ýPôrtàbi1itY
A

pûblk adnÙnis*atioË, Japahýhml:adopted pu bealth

insV=ýe ýystelm", in which co-exist a Frýncb-&m= typé, of-, scékl insurance schemes :for

cmp .loyees UÀ for theothers, a Canadian type of regional health insurance schemes managed



by local governments. All insurers are publie or semi-public organizations and the

administration of the health care plan is carried out on a non-profit basis (11) . There seems to

be no plain opposition nor criticism to this principle both in Japan and in Canada, although

some economists prefer a more mixed system of public and private insurance.

The second principle means that all medically necessary services must be insured. The

Canada Health Act covers only hospital and physician services. Home care, long-terrn care,

dental care, prescription drugs unless provided in hospitals, preventive health programs and

community-based initiatives are not generally covered in Canada. The extension of coverage

to important health services other than hospital and physician services has been an issue in

Canada. Generally speaking, Japan offers a broader insurance coverage in comparison with

Canada (12). Since April 2000, under the new long-term care insurance system, Kaigo-hoken,

home care and long-term care have, in principle, been covered (13). Both dental care and

prescription drugs have been covered under health insurance. Preventive health programs, in

particular, group medical checkups under health insurance system. have been very popular in

Japan. The reduction of coverage has been implemented in Japan mainly in amenity-related

services, including private sickrooms and meals.

The third principle of universality is deeply rooted in the health care systems of both

Japan and Canada. Universal coverage by publie health care was established in 1961 for

Japan and in 1972 for Canada. National Health Insurance (NHI) schemes managed by

municipalities including cities, towns and villages, are the cornerstone of the whole Japanese

universal system. The NHI, which is similar to the Canadian Medicare, covers all the

residents other than those who are already covered by other publie health insurance schemes

such as the Government-managed Health Insurance (GHI) and the Society-managed. Health

Insurance (14). The remaining différences in coinsurance rates among publie schemes have

been reduced in the consecutive reforms smee 1961 and there remains only very little

différences between the NHI and: other schemes. The principle of universality does not seern

to be challenged in either country, although some argue that the private sector should play a

more active role in meeting the needs of people.

The fourth principle of portability means that the coverage for insured services must

be maintained when an insured pmon moves or travels within Canada or travels outside the

country. Japan has maintained ftÙl portability in public health insurance benefits within the

country from the beginning and extended it to outside the country afterwards.

The fift principle of accessibility mem that fmancial or other barriers must not

impede the reasonable access by the insured to medîcally necessary services of hospital and

physician. in Canada, in principle, neither coinsurance nor co-payments are required when

insured pemns receive insured medical services. On the other hand, in Japan, although the

insurance coverage seems tO be brOader in comparison to Canada, the Japanese health

insurance system imposes relatively higher coinsurance or cfflyments on patients (15). In

the recent heaith cm mf«m.laws submitted to tbe Diet in Match 2002, a raise in coinsurance

rate for employem from 201/ te 3Wo is pToposed.
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The second theme is sustainability and funding. As shown in Table 6, Canada has

successfülly achieved cost-containment in health expenditures in the 1990s. However, total

health expenditures again began to increase significantly after about 1997 mainly because of

the increase in other expenditures than hospital and physician services. For all provinces, the

proportion of their prograni spending that goes to health has increased considerably since the
mid- 1 970s. Currently, provinces devote on average more than 3 5 % of their program spending
to health and some are worried that the requirements of the health care systern are crowding
out other essential services like education, roads, housing and social services. In order to,

maintain the sustainable health care system in the long run, not only effective cost control
measures but also additional way of funding is necessary. The interim report raises some

questions on this point for Canadians: Do we need to spend more money on Canada's health
care system and if so, where should the additional funding come from? Should it come from
provincial and/or federal budgets, from new sources of revenue such as new or dedicated
taxes, or should individiials bc expected to contribute more to the cons of their own care?

The questions raised in the interim report are almost common to the Japanese hcalth
care system. Japan currently spends a relatively smaller portion of GDP on health care in
comparison with other OECD countries (Table 6). However, it is expected that it will rapidly
increase because of technological developments and the rapid population aging. Additional
funding is necessary even when cost containnient measures are implemented. As shown in
Annex Figure3, ge neral tax, social insurance contributions and coinsurance and co-payments
are the three main sources of funding for health care expenditures in Japan. In the recent
reforms including the laws currently under discussion in the Diet, raiffl - both in coinsurance
and co-payments paid by the patients and in social insurance contributions paid by the insured
persons - have been proposed and implemented. On the other hand, some. argue that more

govemme .nt subsidies should go to health care expenditures inparticularfor the elderly, and

others. argue that new sources of revenue such as earmarked taxes on alcohol or tobacco

Should bc introduced. However, taking into accourit the general governinent spending

pressures from pensions. and social services in an aging socicty and the current public. finance

ensis in Japan, it is unrealistic to think that it is easy te ge new additional funding for.h.calth

This question needs te bc tackled and solved in the broader poliçy perspective over the
future of the society as a whole.

Third theme. quality and access.. Excessive delays, fer bealth care services have

b .ecome onc of the main worries of Can.adi:ans'. Concems 4bout waiting lists am espeçially

high in specialist services, diagnostic procedures such as MRI tests, electiveand. non-

cmergency surgery, ernergency rooms and long-terin care facilities. Canadians have been
famous for highly rating the health care systern of theïr own country. However, according to

several recent surveys, both Canadian providers' and consumers' confidence ciçgrly1ropped

in the past few yeffl (16)
Japan s.eems t.0 fàce. another. prgblcm of health: carçquelity.. Undçr.the. 7ftee accem" to

hoçitals and.Pýy4î ians bY.:p4tj'entsyviQýo4t. referrai system and fec-forr.s«.viçe payment

systen% medical facilities are almost always overcrowded with patients. Consultation time per
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visit is very short. On the other hand, the number of inpatient beds and of MRIs and CTs per
population is the highest among OECD countries. Japan has relatively abundant capital in
health care resources, which results in the supply of a high volume of services. Instead of
waiting lists problems, quality of services delivered has been under question here.

As for access, although both Japan and Canada have universal health care system,
those who live in rural and remote areas often féel they are not getting sufficient access to the
health services they need. This problem is common to both countries. In Canada, vast
northern territories and in Japan tens of thousands of small islands are particularly difficult
areas for policymakers to address. Steps are being taken to recruit and retain health care
providers to rural and remote areas and provide incentives for thern to stay. Advanced
technologies such as telemedicine are being experimented as pilot projects in a number of
those areas. One solution may be broader implementation of primary care models in the
integrated health care networks with making greater use of telemedicine and information
technology, as suggested in the interim report. To secure effectively access to necessary
health care services by all residents will continue to be one of the ultimate goals of health care
policy in developed countries like Japan and Canada.

Fourth: leadership, collaboration and responsibility. The interim report stresses the
importance of dialogue among central and local govemments, stakeholders such as provider
organizations, experts and the general public. During the fact-finding phase, meetings with
the people from provincial and territorial govemments, health care experts including foreign
scholars and interested stakeholders have already been held and hearings involving the
Canadian public have been made by e-mail through the'Internet. In the second consultation
phase whîch follows the interim report, a fiall-scale dialogue will take place.

In Japan, policymakers within the govemment have experienced a very tough period
since 1997, when consensus making process among interested parties has been very difficult
due to several reasons (17)'. The traditional consensus making process within govemment
Councils has not fanctioned well. For example, stakeholders proposed four reform. ideas for
the elderly health care systern to the Health Insurance and Welfare Council; these were
discussed fer a long time, but no conclusion was reached (18). Lack of leadership,
collaboration and responsibility may have been the salient féatures of recent health èare policy
in Japan. In 2002, health care refortns including cost containment through the lowering of fée
schedule and the raise of coinsurance are to be implemented after a long chaotic political
process. it is stipulated in the reform laws that sweeping health care refonns be examined
after the 2002 reforms are realized (19). Japan can learn a lot from the Canadian policy
making process.

5. Conclusions

As exarnined above, Japan and Canada have basically similar health care Systerris of
publicly ffinded and privàtelý delivered. Although there are several différences, their
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positions seem to bc very similar within the health care system spectrum of OECD countries
as shown in Figure 2.

Health care expenditures in Canada have already surpassed 9% of GDP, while that in
Japan still remains a little more than 7%. It is generally recognized that there exists a

consensus among Canadians that health care expenditures in Canada are consuming an

appropriate fraction of society's resources (20). According to Naylor [1999], Canada's
publicly funded health care system is more than a social program; it is. a unifying force, a

national obsession (!), and, not least, one of the few féatures that allows Canadians to

différentiate themselves from tlicir neighbors to the South. In Japan, the positive rating of
the universal public health insurance system scems to bc common not only among the
experts but also the general public beyond their positions. However, no consensus seems to

have been made on the appropriate level of health care expenditures that should bc spent
from society's resources. Health care providers put great emphasis on the fact that Japan's

hcalth care expenditures as percentage of GDP are still low compared to OECD countries,
while insurers and govemment policymakers stress the looming financial crisis in health
insurance schemes to bc caused by the rapid population aging. The former is concerned with
the present and the latter with the future. Both views are correct. The problem is how to
make national consensus on these seemingly incompatible views. Canadian experiences as a
frontrunner in health care spending will bc helpful for Japan in making consensus over this
difficult question.

As for the reforin methods in health care policy, "big bang" type approach and
cumulative incremental change can bc différentiated (21). Policymakers often tend to adopt
"big bang" approach to eut the Gordian knot. However, as Hutchinson et al.[20011 write,
the pursuit of " big bang" change under unfavorable circumstances may not simply bc futile
but may result in missed opportunities for cumulative incremental change. Both Japan and
Canada can learn from the past experiences, and the importance of carefully gasessing
opportunities for change should bc stressed.

According to OECD[1994]and Wessen[1999], the recent health carc reforms in
Canada have eschewed policies such as managed competition and the creation of internal
markets, both of which were very popular policy approaches in the OECD countries in the
i ggos (22). Rather, Canada has pursued cost containment policies by using the

monopsonistic control afforded to, provincial govemments as principal payers of health care

and by focusing on quality assurance. Canadian approach to, health care reforin which

acknowledges the limited effectiveness of market forces in health care seems to bc relevant

to Japan.
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Annex : Outline of Japanese Health Care Syste

1. Basie Structure

Annex Figure.1 Major Actors in Japanese Heaith Care System

Demand-side Suppi-y-side

ýPrivate EnteÎjriseý Medical Services

Coinsurance

SHI Patients oq > Medical Service

Public Health Insurers Providers

(Insured Person)

A

Payment(FFS)

NHI GHI

Central
Govemment

Supe ýisiOn
Local
Governments

Supervisors
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2. Structure of Demand-side

Annex Figure.2 Public Health Insurance System in Japan

Profession-based. ealth Insurancý
Health Insurance

Govemment-managed
(GHI)

Society-managed
(SHI)

: Public

Health
I Ur ne
nsurance

suranc_ý

Mutual Aid Associations
(NIAA:Public Servants)
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Annex Figure.3 Sources of Funds for the Health Care Costs (FY1996)

Subsidies(32.0%) Prernium's Copayments
<Social Insurance and

Central Local Contributions> Others
Goyerrunent Govnts (56.1%) (11.7%)
(24.2%) (7.7%)

Notes

1) OECD Health Data 2001 and OECD [2001 al
2) In Japanese, "chou-ju"(1ong life) literally means not only long (chou)but also happyüu) life.
This connotation seems to reflect the long Oriental tradition of reverence for the elderly.
3) A logarithmic relationship has been fitted in the Figure 1 which means that the slope of the line can
be interpreted as the income elasticity of health expenditures. The calculated elasticity is about
1.3.(OECD[200 1 a])

4) Inpatient beds are defined as including all available beds in public and private inpatient institutions,
including nursing homes. However beds in nursing homes are not included for
Canada and the United Kingdom.

5) As for the health care system in the Netherlands, see Mossialos and Le Grand E 19991 and OECD
[2000].

6) This contrast may be explained by the fact that there was much différence in the level of health care
expenditures between Japan and Canada in those days.
7) In the 1980s, Japan experienced relatively high economic growth rate, while several cost
containment policies in heaith care, including the increase in co-payments by patients, were
implemented. This explains the decline in health care expenditures as a percentage of GDP during the
period. But after the collapse of so-calied "bubble economy" in the early 1990s, the situation reversed.
The economic growth rapidly slowed down and the Japanese economy feil into the longest recession
since World War Il. Radical heaith care reforms were proposed but not implemented.
8) Canada Privy Council, 3rd of April 2001(Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada
20021 )

9) As a part of administrative reforms of the central govemment, Ministry of Health and Welfare and
Ministry of Labor have been united since January 200 1.
10) See Ministry of Heaith, Labor and Welfare [2001al
11) See Annex Figure. 1 and Annex Fîgure.2.

12) According to OECD[200 la], public funding as a percentage of total heaith expenditure's was
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78.5% o a anld70. 1% for Canadajin 1998.
13) j Thr ar om nprobens in the newly establishcd long-term care nuac ytm
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Tfab les and Figures

Table 1 Female and Male Life Expectancy at Birth in Major OECD Countries (1997)

Male Female
Jpan 77.0 83.8
Canada 75.8 81.4
United States 73.6 79.4
United Kingdom 74.6 79.7
France 74.6 82.3
Gedliany 74.1 8.
OECD* 73.5 79. *Weighted average

Source : OECD [2001a]

Table 2 Infant Mortality Rates In Major OECD Countries (The Nummber of Deaths per
1,000 Births, 1997)

Canadla 5.5
United States 7.2
Unite Kingdom 5.9

Franc 4.7
Germany 4.8
OECD* 8.9

*WeigEfed avrge forI29 contriesexcept for
]Çrea



Figure.1 Health Expenditure and GDP per Capita (1998)
Heam expenotuire per cap9a. S ppp H*aJih expenditure pef capim. S PPP
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Note: The regression lino is:
Haafth eXpon(fiturO pet cap" -363 0.0988 « GDP per capita

R squared - .786
Source: OECD.

Table 3 Number of Total Inpatient Beds per 1,000 Population in Major OECD Countries

(1998)

Japan 16.5 (9.0 in 1960)
Canada 4.1 (6.2 in 1960)
United States 3.7
United Kingdom 4.2
France 8.5
Germany 9.3
OECD* 6.9

*Average for,25. Countries

Source OECO [2001al
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Table 4 Trends in the Number of Total Inpatient Beds per 1,000 Population in Japan and
Canada

1960 1970 1980 1985 1990 1995 1998
Japan 9.0 12.5 13.7 14.7 16.0 16.2 16.5
Canada 6.2 7.0 6.8 6.7 6.3 4.8 4.1

Table 5 Number of Practicing Physicians and Nurses per 1,000 Population in Major OECD

Countries (1 998)

Physicians Nurses

Japan 1.9 7.8
Canada 2.1 7.5
United States 28.3
United Kingdom 1A7 5.0
France 3.0 6.0* *1997 Data
Germnany 3.4 9.6

source : OEED (201a]

Figume2 Hypothetibel Coordinate Axis for Comparative Study of Health Cafe Systemds
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Table.6 The Growth of:Nominal Health Spending (%1/)

Average annual growth in excess of GDP Percentage of GDP
1960-70 1970-80 1980-90 1990-97 1960 1997

Japan 5.0 4.1 -0.8 2.4 3.0 7.4
Canada 2.8 0.3 2.6 -0.4 5.4 9.0
United States 3.5 2.5 3.4 1.3 5.1 13.0
United Kingdom 1.5 2.6 0.6 1.8 4.0 6.7
France 3.9 3.0 1.8 1.3 4.1 9.4
Germany 2.2 3.8 -0. 1 2.6 4.7 10.5
OECD Average 4.1 3.6 1.1 1.2 3.8 7.6

Suc:OECD HéalthbData 2001
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The proporio of people aged ç>ver 65 yer of the~ population as a whle ha beu rising more

rapidly in Japan than ini Western idsraze onies (Soe Table 1). To metthis challenge, the

govrnmntpassed the 1999 pension refo act in the i in Mrch 2000.The mai chrcetcs of

system. Because the Epoes eso nuac EI scmoe fa aig-eae oto

an h ai esowihi h aefralepoes efepoed andalohr epe he

pension benefits of EPI iili be redueed in the follwn tbree ways: (1) The average pension beneflts

forfuly isued ersnsis decreased by 5% by reuigthe m~ultiplier of the waertd portion. (2)

of age, in on-ersteps every three yes from203 (218 to225 (230. (3) The n ofBai



employment of the elderly' and 'beiiefits for the re-exnployment o>f the elderly.' From the viewpoint of

income redistribution, thes. subsidies are paid to those employees whcse wages ftom continuous work

ae85% oftheir final motly salary beoethe reiemn ge at thçir company (Le.., the slary at the

ag f 59).
Tegovemnment epcsthat thuse benefits williU es the. opportunities ofaged workerè to

etrthe labor focbcuethese subside wiIl reduce the. labor costs of copnes that employ
aged orkes ad po i an conomic incentlve to lily. o1der wokr.But, em rniyent opportuniie

rcsinfolwg the olle of the bube ecoiiomy in thelate 1980sthe unmlomntrte fr

mal an fenae wrkes aedover 55 years increased fatr thantt of thdr one urtpas

Thelaor ariciatonof the. elderly dpnson ecnmcfcosad their individual

attibuessuc a helt sttu. Eenwhe w croth fesofidvuaatrbeteelgiiy



working life of the individual depends on individual choices of labor force participation and some

stochastie aspects such as lay-offs caused by econornic fluctuations, so inequalities in individual and

household incomes tend to expand as an individual ages. Because individual cons-uniption is related to

household income proportionally according to the theory of consumption furiction, Jorgenson and

Paxson (1998) first confirmed this by estimating variations of consumption classified by age group in

the United States. In Japan, this was confirmed by Ohtake and Saito (l 999) based on consumption data

of "National Survey of Consumption and Savings" and by Ohtake and Saito (2000) and Iwamoto

.(2000) based on income data of "Income Redistribution Survey" and "Basic Survey of Household

Living Conditions and Welfare." These results imply that the extended employment policy for elderly

persons has a possibility of contributing to the expansion of income inequality induced by the aging of

individuals. For the purpose of equity in income distribution, an income re-distribution policy should

be designed to avoid this possibility.

Combining these facts of the 2000 pension refonn, the employment policy for the elderly, and

the current trend of income distribution, in order to achieve intergenerational equity and

intragenerational. equity in the social security system, the public pension system, the employment

policy for the elderly, and the income re-distribution policy should be coordinated. Hence the purpose

of this paper is two-fold. First ' we provide the empirical evidence that supports the necessity for

coordination within these components of the social security system, and we would like to discuss how

to realize this coordination given the aging of Japanese Society.

2. The Decreasing Wage Rates of Aged Workers and the Level of Basic Benefits for

Their Continuous.Employment
One important ftinction of the basic benefits for continuous employment is to maintain the

income levels of aged workers because the wage profile tends to diminish as people age. The Japanese

wage systerri is often referred to as a seniority wage system, under which salaries and positions rise

with the length of service within a company. But, now that the econornic growth has slowed,

coýnpanies believe that middle-aged and older workers earn higher wag.es than younger workers who

can adapt te the technological changes necessary for more efficient production. As a result, the wage

profile of middle-aged and older workers becomes flatter and wage rates for their continuous

employment tend to decrease during the final years of employment.

Hence, the basic bonefits for the continuous employment of the elderly are designed to be paid

to those people aged 60 to 64 years whose wages from continuous employment are under 85% of their

final monthly salary at the a9c of 59 (See:Figute3). Bécause these benofits make take-horne pay larger

than the wage rate offéred by the company, it plays an important role in maintaining the income level

of the cid«ly whoare ineligible to receive. a pension until they aMî 65.

.Figure:3, Buic Boneftts for lhe:BXterded::FMplôyment of the: Elderly
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3. The Effects of Basic Benefits for Extended Employment of the Elderly on Labor Demnand

To estimate the wage etasticity of labor deinand for aged workers, we used an estimation of



Statstic of anufctuingIdustry" i 1984, 1988, and 1992 respectively.

ýs kind of pooted cross-section data, we adopted the (leneralized Method of

WM) for estimating Eq.(2) to deal with the >heteroscedasticity of 4asturbance

i resuits of this production fuiction classified by firm size are sunimarized from

i Reult of Trancç Log Production Function of the Japanese Manufacturing
ifrm size: number of workers is 1arger than 1000)

i Result of Trance Log Production Function of the Japanese Manixfacturing
'Flrm size: ubro okr sbten30ad9)



Msc Beiiefits for Extended Employment and Pension Benefits on Labor

Because the choice of labor force participation of

mn his/her reservation wage and amount of pension 1



y variaDie or a

n. Because the

I to Eq. (5), we



Table 6-1 Estimation Result of Labor Force Participation Rate Function Based on Pooled Data (1988,
1992, 1996)

Table 6-2 Estimation Result of Labor Force Participation Rate Function in 1996

Using the estimated parameters in Eqs. (2) for males and females with the average monthly

salary at the age of 60 years in 1995, the wage elasticity of the male and female labor supply with



orne re-distribution is acbieved by taxation such as a progressive income

Social security comprises two kiuds of income transfer: one is social

isions and unernployment insurance that are financed by social insurance

;ocial isac such as ubi assistance and child allowance that are

>nce it is necessary for us to decompose the factors of the Gini coefficient

panding inequaiitiea of household incorne in detail. The metbod of

icient that we use here is that provided by Lerman and Yitzhaki (1985,

ut that as the Oini coefficient could b» expressed uslng the covariance of

cfsio f the <Oini cefint bcmsthe weighted average of the

;ource, if houeodicm is opoe of k inoesources. Thus, we

omoston of the Giicefcetfor househo1d income that accrues from



Table 8. Factor Decomposition of the Qiai Coefficient for Public Redistributed Inconie (Ail
househoIds, ail age groups)



The resuit that the Gini coefficient of public redistributed income is smaller than that of

household income (total earnings) implies that public redistribution through social security benefits

financed by taxes and social insurance plays an important role in reducing income inequality among

japanese households. However, the pension benefits schemes and co-payment of medical treatuient

that is independent of actual medical costs, and patients mncome distribution have influences in

expanding inequalities of public redistributed income. If we want to maintain public pensions and

health insurance as a social insurance system, we have to give these two systems some re-

distributional effect. Without a re-distributional effect, there would bc no need to run these two

systems as a social insurance, because to improve cconomnic efficiency, the pension system and health

care supply should be managcd by a funded system like an individual account.

To investigate how such a problem is related to the expansion of inequalities brought about by

aging, wc made a decomposition of the factors of public redistributed income (Sec Table 9).

Table 9 Decomposition of the Factors of the Gini Coefficient for Public Redistributed Income
Classified by Age Group

The contribution of total earnings to the Gini coefficient of public redistributcd income shows

how large incieases are <turing working life and peaks by 50-59-year-old age group. Howcver, this

contribution begins to, decrease in the 60-69-year-old age group, and the contribution decreases further

i the age group of 70 years or more. Tiierefore, the incquality in public redistributcd inconie docs not

cxpaud by aging of household head so long as total efirnings tixpand* as householder'sa ge riscs.

Th c ontribution~ of taxes is negative and this implies that taxes have thc effect of reduving

luequalities in total earnings. The absolute value of the contribution of taxes riscs as householder's age

increases becatise progressive tax rates are applied to wages and salaries that tends to tise below the
ae of 59 becaiise we have a set of Uic long service pay and Uic wagc profile (Wîlikawa (1985)).

Howe&.r, the contibution of taxes decreases greatly among those iu lte sge groups of 60 years old or

more because the ratio of people who lose labor incômne due to retireet may iucrease. O)n the other

baud, thc contribution of social insurane contributions is iiegative and its absolute valui l within a

constant range instead be'ing tied to the aging of householders. The reason for the latter is tbat the

social inu<au'c cotrtibutions are flot as progressive as~ iudividusi iftconm tax, but are proportional.

The c~ontributions 6of penionki bencffts antd medickl treatmnt suppl financed by goieriment suibsidy

~andt heabth insuralic increases grca*ly in the 604-9-yea age g#dizp when the provision of a public

pension aud the applic~ation of the elderly person hcalth, systdu start. These cotrtibutions tise frher

by the age group of 70 year ortmore.
Furttbetore, mnqulities in individual and household1l4(cornis tendto cxpaiid as an individual

ages, beaeo stochasti aspects of the distrRxbtlo4 of htvi*an capital anxd economic fta~tions

d *in woLling lie. Mfet Jorgenson and Paxson (11998), i Jajpii, Ohtake ad Saito (1999) feund
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out this fact by based on consumption data of "National Survey of Consumption and Savings".

Furthemore, Ohtake and Saito (2000) and Iwamoto (2000) confirmed this fact by using household and

individual inconie data of Income Redistribution Survey" and "Basic Survey of Household Living

Conditions and Welfare" respectively. Hence the Gini coefficient of public redistrihuted income rises



are inelastic. Hence, we can think that 'the basic benefit for extended employment' does flot

large effect on the labor supply of elderly persons than on the labor demand. Furthermore,

-cent pension refonuns that are planned to counterbalance the decrease in public pension

provided by the 2000 Pension reform by making much more use of corporate pension

such as new defined benefits and defined contribution schemes, the fact that the elasticity of

r supply with respect to pension benefits is inelastic implies that these pension reforms could,

iz about anv substantial decrease in the labor supply of elderly persons. This would be useful



James J.
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Table 1 Ratio of the Population Age 65 and Older in Major Countries

6 16.2
-~ -

41-u du.0 ým'Q

32,3 1 21.2 1 1 29.2
t



Table 2 Labor Force Participation (LFP) Rate, Share of Employees in the Labor Force, and
Unemployment Rates by Age Group(%)

Labor Force Participation Rate Employees' LFP rate* Unemployment Rate

Age Group Age Group Age Group

Year a.v. 55~59 60~64 a.v. 55~59 60~64 a.v. 55~59 60~64

1985 63.0 70.0 53.7 45.5 - -

1986 62.8 69.7 53.8 45.6 - -

1987 62.6 70.5 53.8 45.4 43.4 2

1988 62.6 70.7 53.8 46.0 44.4 '

2.6 3.3 4.9
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Table 3 Wage Rate (Monthly Salary) and Decreasing Rate of Wages between Age 59 and

Ages 60-64

Wage rate Decrease in Share of

Wage Rate('%) Workers(%)

Year Age group Tenure Male Female Male Female Male Female

60~64 a. v. 300.8

234.3

245.8

266.4

198.1

164.5

165.4

171.9

-12.4

-31.8

-28.4

-22.4

-6.6

-22.4

-22.0

-19.0

100.0

8.1

14.9

12.2.

100.0

4.6

9.8

8.8



4-1 Estimation



Table 4-2 Estimation Result of Trance Log Production Function of the Japanese Manufacturing
Industry (Firm size: number of workers is between 300 and 999)

Equation SSE MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq DurbinWatson

S54 1.27677 0.0081323 0.09018 0.3537 0.3372 2.008

S55 0.00758 0.00004828 0.0069484 0.6138 0.6040 1.808

S60 0.00152 9.67677E-6 0.0031108 0.0982 0.0752 1.857

Parameter Estimate Std Err 'T'

AI 1.282790 0.45899

Prob>TI



Table 4-3 Estimation Result of Trance Log Production Function of the Japanese Manufacturing
Industry (Firm size: number of workers is between 100 and 299)

Equation SSE MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq Durbin Watson

S54 0.49330 0.0027104 0.05206 0.5891 0.5800 1.434

S55 0.00799 0.00004388 0.0066244 0.7952 0.7907 1.771

S60 0.01202 0.00006604 0.0081263 0.0874 0.0674 1.754

Parameter Estimate Std Err T Ratio Prob>ITI

AI 1.872884 0.24144 7.76 0.0001
A2 0.202882 0.02306 8.80 0.0001

A3 0.039487 0.01505 2.62 0.0094

Bil -0.00448619 0.04884 -0.09 0.9269
B22 0.025113 0.0017271 14.54 0.0001

B33 0.00044136 0.00008364 5.28 0.0001

B12 -0.022064 0.0044601 -4.95 0.0001

B13 -0.00099882 0.0007474 -1.34 0.1831

B14 -0.127490 0.01212 -10.52 0.0001

B23 -0.00059248 0.0001971 -3.01 0.0030

B24 -0.010780 0.0016163 -6.67 0.0001

B34 -0.00209579 0.0013373 -1.57 0.1188

BlT 0.00346959 0.0013128 2.64 0.0089

B2T 0.00045659 0.0001698 2.69 0.0078

B3T -0.00005644 0.0001308 -0.43 0.6667

Author's estimation
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Table 4-4 Estimation Result of Trance Log Production Function of the Japanese Manufacturing
Industry (Firm size: number of workers is between 30 and 99)

Equation SSE MSE Root MSE R-Square Adj R-Sq DurbinWatson

S54 0.35664 0.0019488 0.04415 0.5443 0.5343 1.871

S55 0.00538 0.00002939 0.0054213 0.8424 0.8390 1.842

S60 0.01544 0.0000844 0.0091868 0.0278 0.0065 1.476



Table 5 Own Price Elasticity of Demand for Production Factors

Scale of Firms EP54 EP55 EP60 EPKK

(Number of Workers)

1000+ -0.73047 -0.11588 -0.91541 -0.20203

300~999 -0.41864 -0.63109 -0.97510 -0.19999

100-299 -0.64739 -0.31817 -0.94927 -0.17513

30~99 -1.19512 -0.56189 -0.91874 -0.21291

Author's estimation

Note: EP54, EP55, and EP60 indicates the wage elasticity of the labor demand for the workers
younger than 55 years, the workers aged between 55 and 59 years, and the workers older than
60 years, respectively. EPKK is the elasticity of demand for capital stock with respect to an
interest rate.

A ~ j A143



Table 6-1 Estimation Result of Labor Force Participation Rate Function Based on Pooled Data
(1988,1992,1996)

work dF/dx Std. Err. z P>Iz x-bar [ 95% C.. }

age6064* .0850419 .0089807
rlwage-t .0900851 .0155648
rPhonra -.0180931 .0006285



[ 95% C.1. ]



Table 7 Income Redistribution Effect (Gini Coefficients)
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~~~~~~ocf byi iofcln ?G1 oeflkçse1 Gin coelcigei c Ikdce1
Gin IoMin

1984 03975

19Q87 0.4049

1990 0.4334

1993 0.4394

1996 0.4412

Source- ion meRe*

013143 f 10.0% 0,3301
0.341183% 0.3824

0,3643 0.4207
0,3645 17,0% 0.425

C.U81 18.3% 0.4W38
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Table 8 Decomposition of the Factors of the Gini Coeffielent for Publie Redistributed
Income (All IHouseholds and All Age Groups)

YEAR R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
GINI 0.93474 -0.80770 -0.68794 0.10871 0.41612 0.045542
1981 0.31654 G1 G2 03 G4 G5 G6

0.34475 -0.60008 -0.32243 0.41033 0.68974 0.49889
s$ S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

1.04305 -0.10354 -0.068607 0.17421 0.12325 0.11753
il 12 3 14 15 16

1.06188 -0.15854 -0.048076 0.024550 0.11175 0.0084362

YEAR RI R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
GIN& 0.95126 -0.80572 -0.77442 0.02584 0.41146 -.0097958
1993 0.36406 GI G2 G3 G4 G5 G6

0.38029 -0.59403 -0.36222 0.38742 0.66970 0.63967
si S2 S3 84 S5 S6

1.11510 -0.11850 -0.083016 0.27112 0.13958 0.078275
il 12 13 14 15 16

1.10802 -0.15579 -0.063964 .0074391 0.10565 -0.0013472

AYEAR GINI DGINI TDGINI DTGINI

1993-1981 0.36406 0.047525 0.047497 .000027542

DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5 DS6
0.072052'-0.014964 -0.014409 0.096919 0.016330 -0.039257

DRI DR2 DR3 DR4 DRS DR6
0.016525 .0019746 -0.086480 -0.082929 -.0046603 -0.055338

DGI DG2 DG3 DG4 DGS DG6
0.035534 .0060570 -0.39794 -0.022906-0.020038 0.14078

Author s Tabulation based on'Income Redistribution Survey'in 1981 and 1993.

Note 1: R,, is the corelation coefficient between the amounts of k-th income source and the household incorme,
Ok is a relative Gini coefficient concerning the income distribution in k-th income source, Sk(=rm/mk) is
the ratio of average income classified by income source to average household incomne,

Note 2ý The anumber of suffix k indicates each of the following income sources. 1: Total Farnings-Wages and
Salaries + Self-erploymeWtProfit Incòone + Self-employmnent Farming Income + Cash Property
Incoe + the Other Income, 2 Taxes, 3: Social Insurance Contribution, 4: Pension Benefits, 5:
Medical Treatment Supply, 6: the Other Social Security Income Transfer including Publie Assistance.

Note3: DS, DR, and DG indicate the differentials of S,RG between 1981 and 1993, respectively.



Table 9 Decomposition of the Factors of the Gini Coefficient for Public Redistributed Income
Classified by Age Group (All Households)

Age Group GINI

20-29 0.30898

Ri

0.95648

GI

0.30003

Si
1.09750

Il

1.01935

R2 R3 R4 RS R6

-0.81957 -0.79813 0.042707 0.27812 0.024990

G2 G3 G4 G5 G6
-0.38948 -0.29402 0.50623 0.68490 0.74566

S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

-0.083830 -0.094821 0.43180 0.16863 0.084494

12 13 14 15 16
-0.086606 -0.072016 0.03021 0.10396 .0050957

RI R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

0.96310 -0.80440 -0.73856 0.062595 0.37953 -0.038410

Gi G2 G3 G4 G5 G6
0.2709 -0.47268 -0.25715 0.35050 0.62703 0.67052
Si S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

.10408 -0.089688 -0.091626 0.19496 0.11108 0.054784

Il 12 13 14 15 16

.08349 -0.12822 -0.065431 0.016084 0.099391 -.0053054



Table 9 Decomposition of the Factors of the Gini Coefficient for Public Redistributed Income
Classified by Age Group (Ail Households): Continued

Age Group GINI RI R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
60~69 0.40029 0.88542 -0.77417 -0.69827 0.14352 0.50558 .0032667

Gi G2 G3 G4 G5 G6
0.45755 -0.65866 -0.44281 0.35464 0.67985 0.58801
Si S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

1.02332 -0.12201 -0.067584 0.31820 0.15250 0.11182
Il 12 13 14 15 16

1.03569 -0.15542 -0.052204 0.040459 0.13095 .00053660

Age Group GINI RI R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
70 + 0.46677 0.71212 -0.68051 -0.72415 0.33062 0.57383 -.0039964

Gi G2 G3 G4 GS G6
0.53264 -0.74123 -0.56553 0.36574 0.65523 0.45493

Si S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
0.14287 -0.12938 -0.059946 0.33782 0.21924 0.10670

il 12 13 14 15 16
0.92872 -0.13982 -0.052594 0.087513 0.17660 -.00041560

Author's tabulation based on'bIcome Rdistribution Survey' in 1981 and 1993.
Note 1: Rk is the correlation coefficient between the amounts of k-th income source and the household income,Gk is a relative Gini coefficient coneerning the income distribution in k-th income source, Sk(=m/mk) is

the ratio of average income classified by income source to average household income,
Note 2: The number of sufix k indicates each of the following income sources. 1: Total Earnings=Wages and

Salaries + Self-mnplymernt Profit Income + Self-employment Farming Income + Cash Property
Income + te Other Income, 2: Taxes, 3: Social Insurance Contribution, 4: Pension Benefits, 5: Medical
Treatment Supply, 6: the Other Social Security Income Transfer including Public Assistance.

Note 3: DS, DR, and DG indicate the differentials of S,R,G between 1981 and 1993, respectively.
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Canadian Social Policy and Ageing

Introduction
This paper begins with a brief introduction to ageing in Canada, providing a

demographic and cultural context before proceeding to further discussion. As a Western
capitalist society with an emphasis on autonomy and independence for the individuat, myths
persist that elderly persons are, by and large, frail, lonety and isolated, and put into long-terni
care institutions where possible. Empirical research during the last three decades has
demonstrated that seniors, despite graduatty declining physical heatth, tend to cope, and are
embedded within the community in social networks, preferring 'intimacy at a distance' to
living with faznily members. Families, furthermore, are the first resort for care when health
deteriorates providing an estimated 75-80% of ail personal care. In other words, the focus on
individuatism does not mean that seniors are isolated or atone, or that they are abandoned
when their health faits.

The paper goes on to discuss selected issues in contemporary Canada that relate to an
ageing population. One refers to a tendency in our modern capitalist society, to value others



are one of the fastest growing population groups in
ýulation in the late 1990s compared with 10% in 1981
199). They are projected to comprise 23% of the
m generation (born between 1946 and 1965) begins
aged 85 and over are the fastest growing age group,
1981 and 1998. The majority (57%) of seniors are
the older one becomes (70% of those aged 85 and
7%) are immigrants. Most (93%) live at home in a
n households headed by a senior. Ninety percent of
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The notion of the modified extended family (Litwak, 1960) with an emphasis on
mutual aide and close personal ties among kmn is more characteristic of presenit day Canadian
society than the isolated nuclear family. Prescrnt day Canadian day society is characterized by
a continuation of the extended faniily, strength of intergenerational relations, the continuity of
responsibte filial behaviour, and a frequency of contact between the generations. That is, a
focus on îndividualism and on youth has not translated into a society of isolated and atone
seniors.

Most elderly individuals have fairly extensive social contacts with little evidence that
advancing years reduce the need for affiliation or its lessened importance in people's lives.
Lack of rote involvemnent tends to refer to the lack of involvement in paid labour when one is
elderly and lack of social contacts tends to refer to those who are old elderly, in poor health,
and are frail, a minority of seniors. We know that in Canada, like other industrialized
countries, women tend to bc more involved in kmn relations than men. Rosenthal's (1985;
1987) research on the kin-keeping rote (the rote assumed by a family member who expends
effort to keep family members in touch with one another) and the comforter rote (the rote
taken by a family member who provides emotional support to other family members)
confirms the predominance of women in these activities. Women are more likely to use



importantly, the fact that most seniors cope with the declines that corne with ageing does flot
mean that ail seniors are without need. Ra ther, the minority who are frail, who live in
poverty, and/or are isolated or lonely must flot ho forgotten when the general portrait of
Canadian seniors is revealed. This will become clearer in the following sections as
contemporary issues are raised.

Current Issues - A Meauingful Life
The vast majority of Canadian seniors are retired; they do flot work in the paid labour

force. Those who do, primarily do sa on a part-time basis. While this can be viewed as 'free'
time, a well-deserved 'rest' from a life of hard work, and a 'reward' for their contributions to
society, a capitalist society like Canada tends to view lack of participation in productive raies
as non-contributing to society and worse, as an econoii drain. Furthermore, seniors'
exclusion from paid labour lias flot been replaced with societally deflned and sanctioned rotes.
This is becoming more of an issue as disability free years within old age increase. The lateat
figures show approxiÉnately a third of the added years that people are now eiijoying gare
disability free (Olshanky, 1998). This is flot to argue that ail seniors should uecessarily have
role invoivements that are différent froru those in which they are now engaged. But rnany
seniors represent resources that ofien remain untapped at the present time. Not only do many
seniors wisli ta contribute to saciety, they believe that sueli invoivement is essential ta a
ineaningfiul old age, through a sense of worth and. usefuiness (Centre on Aging, 1998). bI
addition, the federal government is flaw recognizing the potential of volunteerism ta provide
nieaningfül raies while also providing a mechanism for liarnessing the resources which
seniors represent, and seniors themselves are asking for more meaningfüi involvemets?, Ini
other words, thec idea of giving back to society is intertwined with the concept ofnmeaningfül
voluntecrism. As expressed by Hadley (1998):

'The Troisième Age ofihuman development is a time when we cau give back to
society the lessons, thec wisdomn and resources that we have derived throughout
aur long and productive lives... Thbis Troisièmie Age is a special period wlien
we can deepen our wisdom aud personai sense of spiritual identity. Wliatever
empliasis each of us inight place in this stage of life, our fuil engagement
implies an enhancement of7 the common good.' (I*adley 1998, "Volunteering
and Healthy Aging: What We Kuiow" 1999).

As noted earlier, only about a quarter af seniors are involved in formal volunteering.
The. 1997 National Survey on Giviug, Voiunteering, and Participatiug (NSGVP) reveal tixat,
whi fôftna1 volunteer rates aniong youths have doubled since thxe survey in 1987 (from 17%
ta 34%) volixateer rtates among aider adxxlts (65+) remain relatively stable at 23%. How#ver,
these seniors devoté more af their time ta volunteering than do other age groups (202
hours/year compared with the nxext largest category, 160 hours for those 55-64 years of age ta
a iow of 125 hours amlong those 15-24 years af age) (Statisties Canada 1998; Breunnan,

Voluntec*ing lu thxe new miilenniùxn differs signiflcantly from flie past. Duriixg the
past century, Canaxda evolved iîxto a welfare state with societal institutions in psychiatric care,
cxriia justice, services for the deeopuxcntally handicapped, economic security and

Interestingly, understanding volunteering among seniors (or younger adults for that matter) has not captured
the. interest of researchers. ~I conitrat the area zow hoing referred to as infonnal volunerirxg (support ad
aregiying) lias a long hitoty of aÇ$qeie rcsaar, tliougli it is not considered part of the volunteering literafture
(Chappell,1999).
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invites community participation and citizen empowerment, Canada, like other industrialized
nations, has not found a means in order to ensure that this happens. Indeed, with
technological advance and the increase in specialized knowledge, it is difficult to know how
volunteers can have appropriate knowledge for much of the civic work that they may bc
interested in or asked to do. Findings to date about citizen participation, for example, in
health care, are pessimistic. Research in Norway, the United States, and Sweden all reveal
that regionalization of health care has resulted in domination by local professionals and
bureaucrats without evidence of major impact by citizens (Church & Barker, 1998).
Similarly, ONeill (1992), studied the role of citizen participation in Quebec and concluded
that the community was not empowered to significantly influence the system. This author
suggests that both the highly technical and complex issues they were confronted with, as well
as the techno-professional culture to which they did not belong, inhibited this from
happening. To ensure community empowerment, boards must have autonomous sources of
power, such as having a majority so they can carry the vote.

Canadians, though, wish to maintain their social democratic model of operating.
Peters (1995) analysed 18 opinion pélls between 1980-1995 and several focus group
discussions held across the country in 1995. She concluded that Canadians do not believe the
goverrunent's role in social policy should be minimized. Rather, social policy, including
health care, is at the forefront of defining the Canadian identity. Sennett (2001) argues that a
major challenge for governments is ensuring authentic publie participation. Although having
a voice and having a choice are unchallenged expectations in a democratic society, there is
little consensus about what the terms actually mean (Abelson & Lomas, 1996) and even less
on how to achieve it. Many would agree that involvement and consultation are not
synonymous with public participation and that Canada's electoral system, does not ensure that
all voices are heard. Mechanisms for those voices to be heard are lacking.

Future generations of elderly may demand a greater voice than those who are elderly
today. There is evidence that Canadian citizens are becoming increasingly politically savvy
(Nevitte, 2000), with greater knowledge and attentiveness to politically relevant information,
with more education and more knowledge about where to gain independent political
information. Canadians, therefore, are more autonomous in their political thinking and have
become much harsher in their evaluations of politicians and governments. Simultaneously,
the majority of Canadians àre not deeply dissatisfied with the way democracy works in
Canada, nor are they disaffected from democratic principles generally. A major challenge for
governments today is to find ways to capitalize on and utilize the resource that these energies
symbolize; defîne new ways of working with citizens who are substantially différent from in
the past This includes opportunities for those seniors who wish to be involved in meaningfül
ways.

Current Issues - Ageing In Place
The concept of home is closely linked to that of families and entails a commonsensical

understanding but defies precise scientific definition. Often home is associated with security,
with comfort and familiarity, with caring, commitment, privacy, closeness between members,
and with helpfulness (Dupuis & Thoms, 1996; Namazi et al., 1989). For older people in
particular, home means a place where they have control and where they can express their
individuality (Rutman & Freedman, 1988). Canadian seniors, like seniors in most
iMustrialized countries, express a prefèrence for staying in their home, for'ageing in place'.

This does not mean that they wish to live in only one house for their entire lives, but
rather that as they settle into a place in the ' ir later middle years and early old age, they do not
wish to be uprooted to a place where they cannot take their personal belongings that have
history and meaning attached to them, from a space that has become familiar and easy to
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from a location which they kiiow well and from which they can meet their needs
u~t in an~ environmexit which is unfamiliar, distant from family and friends, and/or
lal-like. For somne, this is the large family horne; for others it is the small one story
,y rnove4 to with their spouse after the clildren left home; for others it is an
t; for others it is sheltered housing. Ageing in place deniands intersectoral
ion because it requires sufficient inconie for the individua1 to live there, a built
ýent that will permit them to rçrnain in their own homes, ofien times an appropriate
ical enviroumient, and apprçopriate health care that xvill allow them to remai» there.
s noted carlier on, a disproportiouate percentage of eldely women who are not
ire living in poverty. This restricts their options for living ndpendeutly and ageing
espeçially whe their physical health begins to decline. These~ needs cari bc met
rog increased income (raising the Old Age Pension~ or tbrough measas tested

ý uhas the GuarateedlIncone Suppe nt Oand through in kind spot. Atype
,gthat is receivirig atention in Canada at the preci tinie is known as assisted living
)w as supportive housing) whereby individuals live in apartments that provi4e at

i. ienealon-site mlarner who ceks on thmand is available for msore than



health reform in the 1990s called for an expansion of home care as a type of health care that
would be less expensive than medical care delivered in hospitals and as care that would be
more appropriate. This argument has been made especially for an ageing population (Segall
& Chappell, 2000; Chappell, 1993). However, Canada has never had and does not have
universal or comprehensive coverage for non-hospital, non-physician related services.

All provinces provide some home càre services (in British Columbia they are referred
to as home support services) but the specific services that are available, whether they charge a
user fée and whether they are based on ability to pay, varies from province to province and
indeed from jurisdiction to jurisdiction within one province. At the current time, home care is
provided in a decentralized systern with a lack of national coordination and lack of universal
access, although Canada's recent National Forum on Health (1998) recommended that home
care be added to, medical care so that it could become nationally available and universally
accessible. Recent reforms that have been taking place within the health care system, though,
suggest that traditional home care services that had been provided as the mainstay for long-
term. chronic care in the community*are being dismantled, they are not being supported and
expanded,

Attempts to redistribute health care dollars from expensive acute care hospitals to less
expensive home care are typified by the Capital Health Region of the province of British
Columbia. Penning et al. (1998) examined official government expenditure data on health
services for the eight year period from 1988-89 to 1995-96, revealing gradual declines in the
proportion of the health care budget assigned to medical and hospital services. There were
increases in the proportion of the budget allocated to community and other health care
services including continuing care. Within continuing care, the proportion of the budget that
is expended on home care services, that is, non-nursing services only, increased in the early
years but declined in later years. Similarly, the number of clients served and the number of
hours; of services provided to home care clients increased in the early part of the period but
declined more recently.

In contrast, the intensity of services provided to those receiving services increased;
that is, fewer people are receiving services but those who are receiving services are receiving
more hours of service. In addition, those receiving services are in greater need as measured
by level of care. These data suggest there has been a reduction rather than an expansion of
community-based home caré services and that health reform. is resulting in a redirection of
services away from clients who are less needy (and who may have greatest potential for
prevention), who require non-medical or supportive services, towards clients who require
more intensive and medically-focussed needs. Community home care is providing more
medical support and less social care. This is precisely the experience in the United States
when diagnostic related groups (DRGs) became used as a funding fonnula for acute care
hospitals. The new formula resulted in earlier discharges from hospital and an increased
demand in home care for intensive post-acute care, with a restriction of the social services
available through home care (Estes & Wood, 1986). Medical support is provided for the
medical needs of hospital discharges. Community services have become tailored to support
the medical needs of the hospital and now offer fewer and fewer services that will facilitate
health maintenance and disease prevention. Home care is becoming a medical support systerri
rather than expanding the domain of non-medical care.

These shifts followed bed and hospital closures in many provinces (especially in
Saskatchewan for clo=e of entire hospitals), limits to new admissions and postgraduate
training in medical schools, différential fées in some provinces to encourage physicians to

TMs is not to suggest that they have ever been adequate.
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areas, aggregate caps on physician salaries through negotiation with
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While there are examples of particular fâcets of health promotion programs such as self help
education, social support groups, educational and information programs, one could not say
that a population-based health promotion approach has been adopted by the health care
system. Indeed, reforin has been focussing on decreasing or refusing increases to hospital
budgets; caps on physician salaries, graduating fewer physicians; encouraging outpatient
surgeries and post-intensive care at home rather than in the hospital; and more recently,
regionalization. One of the reasons why it, is believed health care systems hesitate to embrace
the health promotion perspective in practice is because they do not know where to begin and
end. That is, it seems to encompass everything. There are isolated examples of attempts to
experiment with the most appropriate role for a regional health authority in a population-
based health promotion approach, but the starting questions are not receiving serious
attention - should they try to do this? Should they facilitate grassroots community groups in
doing this? Should they simply focus on providing illness care and not even attempt health
promotion and disease prevention? These questions are not being asked at present.

There has been striking consistency across the country in the vision of a more cost
effective and appropriate health care system. It is to include a broadening of the definition of
health beyond biomedical boundaries, have less emphasis on institutional care, more
emphasis on home care, more emphasis on health promotion and disease prevention, care
closer to home, more evidence-based decision making, and alternate payment for physicians
away from fée-for-service. It is believed all of this can be achieved without added dollars
(except in the initial transition period) and through restructuring and redistribution. This
vision would provide a health care system appropriate for an ageing society. Reform to date,
however, does not suggest this is likely to happen in the forseeable future. Indeed, rather than
embracing and implementing the recommendations of the National Forum on Health, the
Prime Minister has recently announced the establishment of a new Commission (The
Romanow Commission) to examine the health care system for the new century.

Current Issues - Diversity
Seniors represent a heterogenous group along a multitude of dimensions. It is

important, especially when viewing aggregate statistics, , to remember that diversity
characterizes seniors. Not only does the term 'seniors' or 'elderly persons' span over three
decades in terms of ages, it éncompasses the rich, the middle class and the poor, the well and
the ill, the educated and the not so educated, the happy and the sad, and a spectrum of
subcultural groups. In this section, subcultural diversity is elaborated. There is a paucity of
research in this area in Canada although the issue of ethnic or racial subgroups is receiving
some attention and the delivery of culturally appropriate health care services has been of
concern for some time.

The terni 'cultural competence' has been used to refer to 'a set of congruent behaviours,
attitudes, and policies that come together in a system, agency or among professionals and
enables that system, agency, or those professionals to work effectively in cross-cultural
situations', (Cross et al., 1989). It réfers to more than cultural awareness or sensitivity,
including not only cultural knowiedge and respect for différent cultural perspectives, but also
having skills and being able to use them effectively in cross-cultural situations. Brach and
Fraser (2000) argue that it includes an ongoing commitment or institutionalization of
apprepriate practice and policies for diverse populafions. It refers to a continuum recognizing
that responses to cultural diversity can vary in effectiveness.

After reviewing available literature, Brach and Fraser (2000) derive nine major
cultural competency techniques that can be utilized with diverse populations, but hasten to
add that the research does not tell us whether or not or in which situations these techniques
are most likely to be effective. They include: interpreter services; recruitment and retention of
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implied in 'race', were responsible for différences between countries in life expectancy and
infant mortality rates.

The relationships between socioeconornic status, specifically poverty, and ill health
are well-known and well-documented (Wilkinson, 1996, Hay, 1994). Similarly, the social
gradient in health has also been well-documented and is receiving widespread acceptance.
The social gradient refers to the fact that those with less socioeconomic resources than others
have more ill health; those on the second highest rung of society are in better health than
those on the third highest rung, but less healthy than those on the highest rung. This refers not
simply to having more income or education, but to the distribution of inequality in a society.
In other words, inequality per se is bad for health, irrespective of the absolute income level or
material standards of living. As has been obvious throughout this paper, many of the seniors
who require assistance are those who are living at or near the poverty line. Those in poor
health with higher income, have the means to bc able to receive needed care. The issue of
affordable health care, two-tier health care, is dealt with in the companion paper by Evans and
Barer so is not pursued here.

Research on aging among other subcultural groups in Canadian society is scant at best,
and much of the research in this area from the United States focusses on blacks and hispanics,
two groups which are not prominent in Canadian society. Research which is available
suggests the common assumption that cultural minorities utilize fewer health care services is
not warranted, at least among some groups. It is commonly believed that subcultural
minorities have extensive social network that provide needed care and, due to prefèrence as
well as system barriers, do not use established services to a large extent. However, a
representative sample of (N=870) Chinese seniors in greater Vancouver and greater Victoria
(Chappell & Lai, 1998), reveals that they utilize formal health care services to the same
extent as do seniors in general, even when controlling for a number of health variables.
Furthermore, they overwhelmingly embrace and believe in the effectiveness of Western
medicine. Among this cohort of seniors, a minority understand English well so they sec
practitioners wiho have Chinese staff.

That research also suggests the falsity of the assumptions that seniors within
subcultural groups extensively use traditional or alternative medicines, and that such use is
instead of the use of Western medicine. Rather, Chinese elderly in Vancouver and Victoria
use traditional Chinese mediicines in addition to Western medicine, not as a substitute. Those
who use traditional medicines the most are those who also embrace traditional ancestor
worship. Despite the fact that the use of alternative medicines and therapies is associated with
subcultural groups, mainstream 'white' society also has their folk remedies and beliefs (such
as the health benefits of chicken soup and the illness effects of staying in wet clothing).
While data are starting to bc collected in national health promotion surveys, we do not know
whether subcultural groups differ substantially from the host society in this regard.

The issue of long-term institutional care targeted to subcultural groups lacks
consensus in Canada. Even where there are sufficient numbers to warrant dedicated nursing
homes, or wings of homes, there are différing views as to the appropriate course of action. In
the province of Manitoba for example, such targeting is considered responsiveness to
subcultural need where specialized food, language, furniture, timetabling, activities, etc' can
bc provided. In contrast, the province of British Columbia has responded to such requests as
unaccqytable because they are discriminatory (a nursing home for Chinese seniors for
example would exclude non-Chinese seniors and would therefore bc discriminatory).

There are many other areas of diversity that are equally relevant to an aging society.
One area of diversity that has received little attention in the gerontological literature is that of
geographical différences. Canada not only has vast geographic expanse, but also tremendous
diversity of terrain (mountains, lakes, inlets, islands, coast plains) and as well, extremes of
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temperature (from places such as Winnipeg that have such cold, sIIow and ice conditions that
seniors can be housebound for months to Victoria, where winters can pass without a
snowfall). Physical access, both due to social support and to needed services, includes n'ot
only travel time and costs, but physical barriers within the environment. Lin and Allan (2000)
have demonstrated the impact of both distance to and terrain barriers on hospital care. This
area has particular salience for a country like Canada, and requires much more researchi.

Another area of diversity relates to remote, rural and urban place of residence. Formnai
services have historically been concentrated in urban areas and seniors tend to migrate from
remote areas to small rural towns but those towns are stili lacking in services. Canada's vast
geographic expanse poses particular challenges ini this regard. Some provinces such as
Newfoundland present unique settiement patterns, where the majority of their senior citizens
live ini small towns of 100 or less (the majority of whom are ofien elderly), scattered at
substantial distances frora one another in a harsh climate and in rugged terrain. Self care and
informaI, social support are the backbone of care in these communities, with mobile health
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On-Kwok Lai is a professor in the School of Policy Studies at Kwansei Gakuin University.
He currently holds both an honorary research fellowship at the Centre of Urban Planning and
environmental Management and an honorary professorship in Social Administration & Social
Work at the University of Hong Kong. He completed his Dr.rer.pol. at the University of
Bremen, under a DAAD Fellowship in Germany. He has taught in Hong Kong and New
Zealand. His research interests are in the area of comparative urban and environmental affairs.
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